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Chapter 5
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Energy consumption is one of the main limiting factor for the design of Ultrascale infrastructures. Multi-level hardware and software optimizations must be designed...
and explored in order to reduce energy consumption for these large scale equipment. This chapter addresses the issue of energy efficiency of Ultrascale Systems in front of other quality metrics. The goal of this chapter is to explore the design of metrics, analysis, frameworks and tools for putting energy awareness and energy efficiency at the next stage. Significant emphasis will be placed on the idea of "energy complexity", reflecting the synergies between energy efficiency and Quality of Service, resilience and performance, by studying computation power, communication/data sharing power, data access power, algorithm energy consumption, etc.

5.1 Energy modeling and simulation

Energy consumption has become a significant issue for data centers. For this reason, many researchers currently focus on developing energy aware algorithms to improve their energy efficiency. However, due to the difficulty of employing real data centers’ infrastructure for assessing the effectiveness of energy-aware algorithms, researchers resort on simulation tools. These tools require precise and detailed models for virtualized data centers in order to deliver accurate results. In recent years, many models have been proposed, but most of them do not consider some of the energy impacting components (e.g. CPU, network, storage). In this work, we provide a review of energy modeling and simulations for Ultrascale systems and identify open issues and future challenges in the field.

First, we focus on energy consumption of physical nodes inside the data center. Since energy is the integral of power over time, those are the two main factors that are interested by energy modeling. Therefore, first we provide models for the component with the highest power draw inside the physical nodes, like CPU, RAM, I/O, network and cooling systems. After this, we focus on modeling the parameters affecting the running time of the data center, such as the data center’s workload and the way computational resources are managed inside the data center.

Concerning the simulation part, we discuss different types of data center simulations, such as event-based simulation and statistical simulations, discussing the current state of the art in this area and the solutions that can fit the most the Ultrascale scenario.

5.1.1 Related work

Global power and energy models of servers inside data centers are evolving. In [196], authors provide a global landscape of power consumption of servers in large scale data centers and show the relative importance of each subpart: (e.g. CPU, memory, network,...).

Concerning CPU modeling, existing papers either focus on a specific CPU architecture [197, 198, 47] or assume a linear relationship between CPU usage and energy consumption [199, 200], which may lead to inaccurate results [201]. Moreover, most of this models do not consider the virtualization overhead, making it not suitable for virtualized data centre.
Concerning memory modeling, works like [202, 203] provide simulations of DRAM behavior, but neither the virtualization overhead nor the energy consumption is considered. Works like [204] provides modeling of memory resource management in VEmware ESX Server, but no energy modeling is provided. Similar works like [205, 206] provide insights about memory management, respectively for Xen and KVM hypervisor.

Storage energy modeling has been provided by [207] and other similar works like [208, 209, 210]. These works, however, do not consider the virtualization overhead, neither distributed storage systems.

Data centers network performances has been instead modeled in works like [211]. Other works like [212] propose data center network simulators, without considering energy consumption. Works like [213, 214] target how to improve energy efficiency of networking in data centers, while works like [215, 216] try to model energy consumption of network transfers, but do not use this model in simulations.

Works like [217, 218, 219] provide a joint approach to data center modeling. However, all these works have the problems previously outlined. Moreover several features provided by the virtualization layer available in data centers are not modeled. We analyze them in details in the following sections.

5.1.2 Actor definition

First of all, we define the actors involved in energy consumption. We define a Ultrascale system \( \mathcal{S} \) as:

**Definition 1.** A ultrascale system is a vector \( \mathcal{S} \),

\[
\mathcal{S} = [\mathcal{H}, \mathcal{N}],
\]

where:

- \( \mathcal{H} \) is the set of physical machines (PM) s inside the system \( \mathcal{S} \) during its whole lifetime. PMs are defined in Definition 2;
- \( \mathcal{N} \) is the network infrastructure, composed by network switches connecting PMs. Network switches are defined in Definition 3.

A PM is a hardware device, such as a personal computer or any other computing device. PMs can also be used used to host virtual machines (VM)s that execute computation. Resources offered by the PMs are shared between all the VMs that are hosted by the PM. The sharing of the resources is managed by the hypervisor, a program running on the PM operating system (OS), or even a modified version of a PM’s OS (e.g. Xen), that is responsible for allowing the different OSs running on the VMs to use the PM’s resources. A PM can have a diverse amount of hardware resources. In this work we mostly focus on CPU, RAM, storage and network. For this reason, a PM \( h \in \mathcal{H} \) can be seen as a vector of its amount of resources and the set of VMs that are allocated on it.

**Definition 2.** We define a PM \( h \) as follows:

\[
h = [\text{CPU}_{\text{max}}(h), \text{RAM}_{\text{max}}(h), \text{BW}_{\text{net}}^{\text{max}}(h), \text{BW}_{\text{i/o}}^{\text{max}}(h), s],
\]

where:

- \( \text{CPU}_{\text{max}}(h) \) is the maximum CPU speed of PM \( h \);
- \( \text{RAM}_{\text{max}}(h) \) is the maximum RAM capacity of PM \( h \);
- \( \text{BW}_{\text{i/o}}^{\text{max}}(h) \) is the maximum I/O bandwidth of PM \( h \);
- \( \text{BW}_{\text{net}}^{\text{max}}(h) \) is the maximum network bandwidth of PM \( h \);
- \( s \) is the set of VMs allocated on PM \( h \).
where:

- \( \text{CPU}_{\text{max}}(h) \) is the maximum CPU load that is possible to allocate to host \( h \);
- \( \text{RAM}_{\text{max}}(h) \) is the maximum amount of RAM for host \( h \);
- \( \text{BW}_{\text{io}}^{\text{max}}(h) \) is the maximum I/O bandwidth;
- \( \text{BW}_{\text{net}}^{\text{max}}(h) \) is the maximum network bandwidth;
- \( s \) is the network switch to which \( h \) is connected (see Definition 3).

From now on, \( \text{CPU}_{\text{max}}(h) \) is defined in MIPS (Millions of Instructions Per Second), \( \text{RAM}_{\text{max}}(h) \) in bytes, \( \text{BW}_{\text{io}}^{\text{max}}(h) \) and \( \text{BW}_{\text{net}}^{\text{max}}(h) \) in bytes per second.

**Definition 3.** A switch \( s \) is defined as:

\[
s = [\text{BW}_{\text{net}}^{\text{max}}(s), \mathcal{H}(s), \mathcal{N}(s)],
\]

where:

- \( \text{BW}_{\text{net}}^{\text{max}}(s) \) is the bandwidth of the switch \( s \);
- \( \mathcal{H}(s) \) is the set of PMs, defining the hosts that are connected to \( s \);
- \( \mathcal{N}(s) \) is the set of switches, defining the switches that are connected to \( s \).

Formally, \( \exists x \in \mathcal{H}(s) \iff \text{switch s connects x and } \exists y \in \mathcal{N}(s) \iff \text{switch s connects y} \). Clearly, \( \mathcal{H}(s) \subset \mathcal{H} \) and \( \mathcal{N}(s) \subset \mathcal{N} \).

Concerning the networking, we consider that in modern data centers there are many types of LAN technologies available. Such new technologies are different from the typical LAN technologies and offer an higher latency and throughput, to meet the growing needs of modern Cloud applications. Such technologies might need to rely on a different physical layer technology, different from the typical CSMA/CD used by Ethernet. Among them, the most successful one is Infiniband, that is based on the RDMA technology. We will later on describe both technologies in detail.

### 5.1.3 Energy modeling

The computing oriented energy consumption in a Ultrascale system \( E_s \) is given by the integral of its instantaneous power draw \( P_s(t) \):

\[
E_s = \int_{t_{\text{start}}}^{t_{\text{end}}} P_s(t) \, dt,
\]

where \([t_{\text{start}}, t_{\text{end}}]\) is the interval for which energy consumption is calculated, and \( P_s(t) \) is the sum of the idle power of data center infrastructure, consisting of the sum of the idle power of all PMs and switches in the system \( P_{\text{inf}}(\mathcal{H}) \) and the instantaneous power \( P(h,t) \) of each node \( h \) at time instant \( t \):

\[
P_s(t) = P_{\text{inf}}(f) + \sum_{h \in \mathcal{H}(t)} P(h,t).
\]

\( P_{\text{inf}}(\mathcal{H}) \) can be approximated as a constant and includes the idle constants that will be described in the next sections. Concerning instantaneous PM’s power consumption, it is the sum of the instantaneous power consumption of each of its components.
While the consumption of some components (e.g. memory, PCI slots, motherboard) is constant over time, consumption of other components (CPU, RAM, I/O operations, network, thermal) varies depending on the load. Therefore, we distinguish two parts, $P_{idle}(h,t)$ and $P_{active}(h,t)$:

$$P(h,t) = P_{idle}(h) + P_{active}(h,t).$$

(5.6)

The idle power $P_{idle}(h)$ is a constant representing the consumption required by the machine just to be on. The active power $P_{active}(h,t)$ is instead dependent on the PM subsystems’ load. Its value is comprised between 0 and $P_r(h) = P_{max}(h) - P_{idle}(h)$, where $P_r(h)$ is the size of the interval of values in which $P_{active}(h,t)$ is defined. $P_{max}(h)$ is the maximum power consumption on the PM $h$. For simplicity, it is assumed that $P_{active}$ is influenced mostly by CPU, RAM, network, I/O operations and cooling system, as stated by [220], therefore it is defined as follows:

$$P_{active}(h,t) = P_{cpu}(h,t) + P_{ram}(h,t) + P_{net}(h,t) + P_{io}(h,t) + P_{cool}(h,t).$$

(5.7)

Where $P_{cpu}(h,t)$ is the power draw of CPU, $P_{ram}(h,t)$ the power draw of the RAM, $P_{net}$ is the power consumption of network and $P_{io}$ is the power consumption of disk operations, that are the components identified in the definition 2. As energy consumption is the integral of power draw, the active energy consumption of PM $h$, $E_{active}$ is obtained in the following way:

$$E_{active}(h) = \int_{t_{start}}^{t_{end}} P_{active}(h,t) \, dt.$$ 

(5.8)

Then, by applying the linearity of the integral, we obtain the equation of the energy consumption of each component:

$$E_x(h) = \int_{t_{start}}^{t_{end}} P_x(h,t) \, dt,$$

(5.9)

Where $x \in \{CPU, \, RAM, \, net, \, io, \, cool\}$.

In the next section, we describe the current state of the art in terms of power modeling for different hardware components, and identify open challenges in adapting such models for Ultrascale machines.

### 5.1.4 Power modeling

#### CPU Modeling

CPU is the most impacting component on the energy consumption of a physical machine [221], therefore most work focus only on its model. Most works on energy modeling [40, 222] assume a linear relationship between the CPU use and its power consumption.

However, power consumption is more aligned with a piecewise linear trend according to our observations in Figure 5.1. The initial transition from idle to non-idle state, when several hardware components are simultaneously starting to consume power (e.g. caches), produce in a higher growth in power consumption at low load levels. Once all components are powered up, the power grows at a different trend:
Figure 5.1: Instantaneous power consumption of a host in relation to CPU utilization. Traces coming from the measurements of instantaneous power draw from a AMD Opteron 8356 and a Intel Xeon E5-2690 using a Voltech PM1000+ power measurer.

\[
P_{\text{low-cpu}}(h,t) = \alpha(h) \cdot P_r(h) \cdot \text{load}_{\text{cpu}}(h,t) \quad (5.10)
\]

\[
P_{\text{high-cpu}}(h,t) = \beta(h) \cdot P_r(h) + (1 - \beta(h)) \cdot P_r(h) \cdot \text{load}_{\text{cpu}}(h,t); \\
\]

\[
P_{\text{cpu}}(h,t) = \begin{cases} 
  P_{\text{low-cpu}}(h,t), & \text{load}_{\text{cpu}}(h,t) \leq \mathcal{L}(h); \\
  P_{\text{high-cpu}}(h,t), & \text{otherwise}; 
\end{cases} 
\quad (5.11)
\]

where \( \mathcal{L}(h) \) is the load at which the trend changes on host \( h \), \( \text{load}_{\text{cpu}}(h,t) \) is the CPU load on host \( h \) at time instance \( t \), modeled as

\[
\text{load}_{\text{cpu}}(h,t) = \frac{\text{CPU}(h,t)}{\text{CPU}_{\text{max}}(h)} 
\quad (5.12)
\]

\( P_{\text{max}}(h) \) and \( P_{\text{idle}}(h) \) are the maximum and idle power consumptions of host \( h \), and \( \alpha(h) \) and \( \beta(h) \) are the coefficients for low (i.e. \( \leq \mathcal{L}(h) \)) and high (i.e. \( > \mathcal{L}(h) \)) CPU load levels.

**Memory modeling**

Workloads for Cloud also include applications such as multimedia, video image processing, and speech recognition, which are extremely memory-intensive. These applications consume a considerable amount of power during memory accesses, that also needs to be modeled. In power modeling for memory, the model described in [223, 224] is employed. Since power consumption varies according to write and read access, we define power function as

\[
P_{\text{mem}}(h,t) = \beta_{\text{read}} \text{access}_{\text{read}}(h,t) + \beta_{\text{write}} \text{access}_{\text{write}}(h,t) + \mathcal{E}_{\text{memory}} 
\quad (5.13)
\]

Where \( \text{access}_{\text{read}}(h,t) \) and \( \text{access}_{\text{write}}(h,t) \) are, respectively, the number of read and write access on the PM \( h \), \( \beta_{\text{read}} \) and \( \beta_{\text{write}} \) the power consumption for each access (respectively write and read access) and \( \mathcal{E}_{\text{memory}} \) is the idle power consumption for memory.
Network Modeling
A network transfer occurs in two different directions: sending and receiving. Power draw of the network transfer is different if the transfer is a send or a receive. Therefore, the power draw of network transfer can be modeled as

\[
P^x_{\text{net}}(h,t) = \delta_x \cdot \text{load}_{\text{net}}(h,t) + K_x(c_x(t)),
\]

(5.14)

where \(x \in \{s, r\}\) and \(s, r\) refer respectively to send and receive. \(\text{load}_{\text{net}}(h)\) models the network load on host \(h\) and \(\delta_x\) the linear relationship between network load and power draw. Concerning the \(K_x(c_x(t))\), it models the hardware related constant of the NIC, plus the overhead \(O_{\text{net}}(c_x(t))\) given by the number of simultaneous connections at time \(t\), \(c_x(t)\), formally:

\[
\mathcal{K}_x(c_x(t)) = \mathcal{K}_x + O_{\text{net}}(c_x(t)),
\]

(5.15)

When modeling network transfer, further parameters that affects the time \(t_{\text{end}}\) at which the network transfer ends need to be considered. This time is determined by (1) the network bandwidth on host \(h\), \(BW_{\text{net}}^{\text{max}}(h)\) and (2) the delay caused by transfer patterns, modeled by the parameters \(b_x\) and \(t_x\), as in:

\[
t_{\text{end}} = \frac{\text{DATA}_x}{BW_{\text{net}}^{\text{max}}(h)},
\]

(5.16)

\(\text{DATA}_x\) is the real number of bytes transferred, that is the sum of actual data transferred by the application, plus the additional data needed for routing and transfer control, that is calculated according to

\[
\text{DATA}_x = \text{PAYLOAD}_x + \frac{\text{PAYLOAD}_x}{p_x} \cdot \text{HEADER},
\]

(5.17)

where \(\text{PAYLOAD}_x\) is the quantity of data to be sent/received, \(p_x\) is the payload per packet and \(\text{HEADER}\) the size of the header of each packet, whose size depends on the network protocol.

I/O modeling
Modelling of energy consumption of I/O components is very important for data-intensive applications that needs to constantly read and write a big amount of data from/to I/O devices. In this work, we focus on I/O from disk. For power draw of disk operations, we use the model proposed by [225, 207]

\[
P_{\text{io}}(h,t) = \gamma(h)\text{load}_{\text{io}}(h,t) + \mathcal{C}_{\text{io}}(h),
\]

(5.18)

where \(\gamma(h)\) models the linear relationship between disk load and power draw coefficients. Concerning \(\text{load}_{\text{io}}(h,t)\), it is modeled as

\[
\text{load}_{\text{io}}(h,t) = \frac{BW_{\text{io}}(h,t)}{BW_{\text{io}}^{\text{max}}(h)},
\]

(5.19)

where \(BW_{\text{io}}^{\text{max}}(h)\) is the maximum storage bandwidth on the PM \(h\) and \(BW_{\text{io}}(h,t)\) is the bandwidth at the time instance \(t\).
Thermal modeling

Modeling the thermal behavior of data centers is an essential first step to the design of effective thermal management techniques. In [226], authors present a spatio-temporal analytical model to characterize the thermal behavior of datacenters, thus allowing the resource management system to make fast and online scheduling decisions in real time. The spatial model describes the correlated behavior for the inlet temperatures of all the servers in the room, while the temporal model describes the temperature evolution for an individual computing node inside each server. Traditionally, these two different types of temperatures have not been considered simultaneously by the literature: the inlet temperature is often linked to cooling optimization, while the node temperature often comes as an optimization objective or constraint. Energy consumption of cooling systems mostly depends on the technology used, as described by [227]. In our work, we focus only on air-cooled Ultrascale systems, as in [228].

Power consumption of cooling on a host \( h \) depends on two main quantities: the heat generation, that is proportional to CPU utilization, and the consumption generated by fans. To model its power consumption, we slightly modify the model provided by [229] as described in Equation 5.20

\[
P_{\text{cool}}(h,t) = \zeta \text{load}_{\text{cpu}}(h,t) + c_2 T_{\text{die}}(t) + c_3 T_{\text{die}}^2(t) + P_{\text{fan}}(h,t) + \mathcal{C}_{\text{cool}}(h)\tag{5.20}
\]

where \( \text{load}_{\text{cpu}}(h,t) \) is modeled as in Equation 5.12. \( T_{\text{die}}(t) \) and \( T_{\text{die}}^2(t) \) represent the temperature of the die at time instant \( t \), \( P_{\text{fan}}(h,t) \) the power consumption of the fans at instant \( t \) and \( \mathcal{C}_{\text{cool}}(h) \) a constant related to idle consumption of cooling system.

Regarding \( P_{\text{fan}}(h,t) \), it is modeled as in [229]

\[
P_{\text{fan}}(h,t) = 0.0012 \text{RPM}(h,t) - 12 \times 10^{-8} \text{RPM}(h,t)^2 + 28 \times 10^{-2} \text{RPM}(h,t)^3 \tag{5.21}
\]

where \( \text{RPM}(h,t) \) are the revolutions per minute of the fans on host \( h \) at time \( t \).

5.1.5 Runtime modeling

Precise models of the runtime conditions are needed for performance evaluation purpose. These models encompass the whole utilization and context of ultrascale infrastructures: Workload and Resource management systems.

Workload modeling

The workload modeling consists in providing the laws and characteristics of possible tasks submitted in Exascale infrastructure.

As described in [230], most known workloads are quite small as they are acquired on currently existing infrastructure, meaning only several Petaflops of computing power. Due to the envisioned large number of processing elements in Exascale computers, it is necessary to use alternate sources of data in order to propose adaptation to existing laws.

As an example, in [231], authors use traces from a large computing cluster of Google in order to evaluate tendencies on workload laws. One of the main teaching
comes from the large number of failing tasks which is aligned with the expected high failure rate in multi-million core systems.

Overall the classical laws for workload modeling are: task dynamism (the inter-arrival time of tasks) and for each category: Frequency (the sum of all frequencies of a particular workload must be 1); Mass which represent the mean amount of computation i.e. the makespan; Disparity which is the ratio between the mean and median makespan, and thus must be greater than 1.

Usually, the models used in the literature [230, 231] are:

**Task dynamism** Inter-arrival time follows an exponential law

**Makespan** follows a lognormal law taking into account the mass and disparity

**Frequency** follows usually a normalized powerlaw between all the classes

One of the key missing element of the classical approach is the missing link between the quality of service of past tasks and the submission of future ones. In [232], authors demonstrate that depending on the efficiency of past decisions of the scheduling, authors will submit more or less tasks. They propose to have a feedback between the quality of service of past tasks and the submission rate of present tasks.

**Model evaluation**

In this section we perform a preliminary validation of the selected model. First, we compare our model with other state-of-the-art models, by measuring energy consumption during the execution of benchmarks described in [225]. For measurements, we employ Voltech PM1000+ power measurer. Concerning non-live traces, we show the consecutive execution of CPULOAD-SOURCE and CPULOAD-TARGET benchmarks. Concerning live migration, we show the consecutive execution of CPULOAD-SOURCE, MEMLOAD-VM, CPULOAD-TARGET, MEMLOAD-SOURCE, and MEMLOAD-TARGET. The comparison is performed by implementing different models inside DISSECT-CF simulator and comparing their results with our model. For this reason, we consider only CPU, network and I/O coefficients, since data about memory and thermal are not available in the simulator. Validation results shown in Table 5.1 are obtained using a test set of 80% of the measurements and show a NRMSE below 7% for both Opteron and Xeon data set, with an average MAE of 18.28W on the Opteron machines, and of 11.5W on the Xeon machines. First, we compare the piecewise linear prediction with the linear model in [233] showing a reduction in NRMSE of 9.4% (15.6% versus 6.2%) on Opteron machines and of 7.1% (13.9% versus 6.8%) on Xeon machines. The improvement is even higher compared with the cubic model in [234], with a reduction in NRMSE of 17.4% (23.6% versus 6.2%) on the Opteron machines and of 13.6% (20.4% versus 6.8%) on Xeon. Secondly, we see in detail the results obtained by our model with the real energy traces. The MAE and NRMSE error metrics is computed on both instantaneous power and energy consumption on both sets of machines. We also compare in Figure 5.2 (for the Opteron set) and Figure 5.3 (for the Xeon set) the power traces obtained from the simulator with the real measurements.

We observe that the simulation is able to provide power values with a MAE not higher than 67.3W compared to the real ones. This value is, however, influenced by the fact that in some cases the power consumption is underestimated by around 100W
like in Figure 5.2a (between 12 and 24 minutes and Figure 5.2b (between 0 and 14 minutes), because the test scenarios active during those minutes perform non-live migrations while both hosts are idle.

In these situations, the simulator only considers the power consumption caused by the network and storage despite some inherent CPU consumption caused by these two operations. Thus, the simulator considers idle CPU consumption for both hosts, despite slight CPU load caused by the need for supporting the storage operations. This slight load, on the other hand, leads to significant offsets in the power consumption model according to the Figure 5.1. Nevertheless, NRMSE is in each case between 8% and 22% for instantaneous power consumption, and between 8% and 25% for energy consumption, showing that our model is able to provide good accuracy, that will be even higher by including data from other subsystems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model set</th>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>$\mathcal{L}$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$P_{\text{Idle}}$ [W]</th>
<th>$P_{\text{max}}$ [W]</th>
<th>MAE [W]</th>
<th>NRMSE [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our Model</td>
<td>Opteron</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>18.28</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Xeon</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>Opteron</td>
<td>284.974</td>
<td>618.67</td>
<td>165.08</td>
<td>212.563</td>
<td>209.317</td>
<td>695.684</td>
<td>140.753</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>Xeon</td>
<td>209.317</td>
<td>695.684</td>
<td>140.753</td>
<td>235.776</td>
<td>209.317</td>
<td>695.684</td>
<td>140.753</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 Model coefficients and errors.

Figure 5.2: Results for the Opteron machine set.

Figure 5.3: Results for the Xeon machine set.
5.1.6 Simulation

In order to be able to evaluate the quality of decision making systems, it is also important to have a clear framework of analysis. Due to the scale of Exascale systems, it is difficult to evaluate on actual infrastructures. Simulation is complex at these sizes and thus a large variety of techniques have been developed. Several simulation framework propose models for resource management. Simgrid\cite{235} and CloudSim\cite{236} proposes to simulate tasks and the infrastructure they run on from the point of view of raw computing power. GroudSim \cite{237} propose a simulation engine for Grid and Cloud, but energy of thermal management is not taken into account. On the Cloud federation side, DISSECT-CF \cite{238} proposes a model for energy consumption considering different components of PMs, without however considering RAM and thermal management. Some other simulators such as DCWorms\cite{239} also propose to take into account during the simulation the thermal effects.

Current simulation frameworks have mainly two limitations:

**Scale** Most simulators simulate independently each computing element such as the cores leading to consuming too much time to simulate Ultrascale systems. Stochastic simulations\cite{240, 241}

**Coverage** No simulator is able to cover all the needed elements for Ultrascale simulations. Some works are trying to add the missing elements such as power and energy\cite{242}, Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS)\cite{243} or thermal simulation\cite{239}. These improvements are in different simulators leading to difficulties to obtain a precise and global simulation taking into account all phenomenon.

5.1.7 Issues and open challenges

In this section we identify the issues and open challenges in energy modeling and simulations for Ultrascale systems. The main issues with energy modeling relies in the fact that while a lot of literature covers modeling for energy consumption of CPU, very few work covers with the same accuracy the modeling for other components of PMs, such as RAM, network, I/O and thermal. The main reason behind this is that until latest years, computation, and therefore CPU has been the most energy impacting component. However, with the advent of big data and IoT, always more data are transferred through the Internet to be processed and extract meaningful knowledge out of them. For this reason, it is reasonable to believe that transfer of data over the network, and consequently I/O and RAM, will have an increasing importance for energy consumption. Therefore, there is a strong need of precise models also for these components, to be able to model energy consumption of applications handling big quantities of data. Also, thermal modeling is often neglected in Ultrascale systems modeling, regardless of its impact on energy consumption. Such modeling would enable the use of effective thermal management systems, that would allow to increase energy efficiency. Moreover, at the moment there are different models for energy consumption of Ultrascale systems, with a consequent lack of a unified reference model about their energy consumption. As a consequence, each system employs different energy models, making difficult to identify energy consumption of Ultrascale
systems. For this reason, it is important for the Ultrascale system research community to develop a reference model for energy consumption of each one of these components and therefore for energy consumption of complete Ultrascale systems.

This lack of a unified view is reflected also by the current state-of-the-art simulators for Ultrascale systems: at the current state, existing simulator either focus on specific sources of energy consumption or on very specific scenarios. Also, there are several scalability issues for this type of systems, targeting both event-based and stochastic simulations. For this reason, research on simulators for Ultrascale systems should provide a unified simulation framework for this type of systems. Such unified framework should be able to simulate the behavior of all the sources of energy consumption in these systems, providing an accurate simulation that will help both scientists and application designers in identifying energy consumption of these systems.

5.1.8 Conclusion

In this work, we have identified the state of the art in terms of energy modeling and simulations for Ultrascale systems. First, we describe a model for a Ultrascale system, with special focus on Cloud data centers, then we move to modeling of individual PMs and switches. Once identified the main components to be modeled and the main challenges in their modeling, we describe how perform simulations of energy consumption in Ultrascale systems. Finally, we identify open challenges in energy modeling and simulation. In the future, we aim at proposing a holistic view of energy modeling, in order to capture the energy consumption of all components of Ultrascale systems. This way, we aim at have a fine-grained precise modeling of the whole system, in order to identify sources for energy leakages and pro-actively take actions to reduce them, thus increasing Ultrascale systems’ energy efficiency. Concerning simulations, we aim at bring such holistic view of modeling in the design of Ultrascale simulations. In this way, it will be possible to identify energy consumption in Ultrascale systems and applications before they are running and improve them before the time they are deployed.
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5.2 Evaluation of Renewable Energy Usage for an Exascale Computer

Supplying datacenters with clean-to-use renewable energy is essential to help mitigate climate change. With renewable energies in datacenters, Exascale can then be achieved without (or with less) greenhouse gases emissions. Renewable energies
include solar panels, wind turbines; most of them are intermittent and difficult to predict in the long-term. Storage elements like batteries, fuel cells and supercapacitors are then necessary. These storage units are complementary. Supercapacitors, with their low energy but high power, handle very short term fluctuations of power and ensure the stability of the system. Batteries, with a much higher energy capacity, enable shifting load or generation through time, but only over a few minutes or hours. Finally, to account for longer term variations and seasonal trends, hydrogen storage (combining an electrolyzer to generate hydrogen from electricity, hydrogen storage tanks, and fuel cells to generate electricity from hydrogen) is also used. Many works have been made on power sources modeling: the models proposed define the characteristics and behavior of the components. These models must be sufficiently representative of reality while remaining easily usable. Different models are possible depending on the use and the needed granularity. For example, an aged fuel cell only delivers a fraction of the output of a newer one. To account for this phenomenon, aging can be considered in the proposed models. These models are then used in works concerning tasks placement and energy saving; depending on the models used, decisions can include capital (replacement) costs, and not only operation costs [244].

Lot of researches are currently done on optimization of the IT load under renewable energy constraints. It aims to manage the workload in such a way that power consumption matches as closely as possible to the power available through renewable energies. For example, batch jobs may be delayed, in order to run when more energy will be available. Most of the approaches propose a centralized optimization with a global knowledge from the IT load and electrical point of view. Contrary to this, the approach presented in [245] considers the power supply as a black box which only provides an energy budget to the IT side where the IT load is optimized under renewable energy constraints. In [246] authors propose to separate the optimizations of electrical infrastructure from the optimizations of the computing resources. They designed an online greedy scheduling algorithm (called Attractiveness-Based Blind Scheduling Heuristic, or ABBSH), which exchanges information with the electrical management system in order to take availability of energy in consideration. Along with this algorithm, several multi-objective functions are proposed to handle the trade-off between energy and performance considerations.

More and more data centers are built in cold climate areas for cheaper cooling and increased energy efficiency of the facilities. However, such geographical locations have highly varying availability of renewable energy (especially solar energy), and fitting the data centers completely with renewable energy is challenging. In this subsection we analyze the feasibility of using renewable energies for a data center located on 60° north latitude and discuss the competitiveness of deploying green datacenters in different geographical locations. We also provide an analysis on the impact of battery size on the green coverage percentage, green energy loss, and brown energy taken from the traditional grid. Figure 5.4 represents an overview of the energy sources included in the following paragraphs.

The remaining of this chapter presents some examples of renewable energy modeling and an algorithm to schedule tasks in this context.
5.2.1 Renewable energy modeling

This subsection outlines the total amount of renewable energy produced in one year for a 60° geographical location: Turku, Finland. In order to calculate the amount of renewable energy we consider only renewable energy produced by wind turbines and solar panels. Since the weather and the season directly influences the production of renewable energy, we must utilize a weather model to predict the production rate. The weather data are collected from a weather station located at Åbo Akademi University in Turku, Finland. To describe the production rate of a solar panel, we acquire the data containing the solar power radiance on a horizontal 1 m² solar panel, and we calculated the produced power in Watts. We also acquire the data regarding the wind speed in [m/s], and model the resulting power production for a wind turbine.

5.2.1.1 Solar power model

The power incident on a solar panel depends not only on the power contained in the sunlight, but also on the angle between the module and the sun. Referring to [247] we calculate that for a 60° of northern latitude, representing the location of Turku, the angle at which a solar array should be tilted in order to achieve maximum energy through all the year is 45° with respect to the horizontal plane. We assume that the solar array tracks the sun on the vertical axis (east to west), but is fixed on the horizontal axis. Equation 5.22 shows the power generation of a 1 m² solar panel as:

$$P_{\text{solar}} = e \cdot ie \cdot P_{\text{solar}_h} \cdot \frac{\sin(\alpha + \beta)}{\sin(\alpha)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.22)

where $P_{\text{solar}_h}$ is the solar radiance in the horizontal plane we already have from weather data, $\alpha$ is the sun elevation angle through the year and $\beta$ is the tilt angle.
of the module measured from horizontal plane, 45°. The value for $\alpha$ is calculated according to Equation 5.23:

$$\alpha = 90 - \phi + \delta$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.23)

where $\phi$ is the latitude (60°) and $\delta$ is the declination angle computed in Equation 5.24 as:

$$\delta = 23.45 \cdot \sin \left[ 360 \cdot \frac{284 + d}{365} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.24)

where $d$ is the day of the year. In addition, $e$ represents the solar panel efficiency which is the percentage of the sunlight energy that is actually transformed into electricity because of limitations in the solar panel cells. In order to achieve realistic data, and according to the latest research, a value of 0.18 is chosen to multiply all hourly solar energy values. The Solar inverter efficiency $i_e$ represents the efficiency of the inverter connected between the solar panel cells and the AC grid. The average coefficient of the DC-AC power converting today is 95%. This value is taken into account to assure accurate and realistic power values.

### 5.2.1.2 Wind power model

The wind power model describes the power generation from the wind turbines in the system. To produce the wind energy we have chosen a HY 1000, 5 blade wind turbine generating a peak output power of 1200 W. The wind power model is constructed by taking into consideration the following key features:

**Wind turbine power curve:** According to the power profile in the technical specifications, we constructed the mathematical model of power as a function of wind speed. Equation 5.25 describes the power production of a wind turbine as follows:

$$P_{\text{wind}} = i_e \cdot 1151 \cdot \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{\text{speed}_{\text{wind}} - 14.28}{6.103} \right)^2 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.25)

where $\text{speed}_{\text{wind}}$ is the wind speed in [m/s] and $i_e$ represents the solar inverter efficiency, typically reaching a value of 95%. The parameters in Equation 5.25 were obtained by using curve fitting tools in Matlab and using the power data from [21] as a reference. Having this formula, we obtain the annual hourly wind energy.

Finally, the total renewable power model is given as the sum of the total solar and total wind production:

$$P_{\text{renewable}} = P_{\text{solar}} + P_{\text{wind}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.26)

The overall annual renewable energy is calculated to be 1358.27 kWh, 402.2 kWh generated by 1 m² solar panel and 956.16 kWh by one HY 1000 wind turbine respectively.

### 5.2.1.3 Renewable quantity model

The energy consumption, which represents the total energy consumed by the servers and the cooling system, is evaluated through simulation and equals to 253 MWh per year. The data center is composed by 1000 physical machines and 2000 virtual machines running a synthetic workload. Detailed information about the used model
is available from [248]. We build the model which describes the relation between the number of wind turbines and square meters of solar panels required to ensure a desired value of coverage with renewable energy. Figure 5.6 shows the relation between the number of turbines and number of $m^2$ solar panel needed for green coverage of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%, over one full year.
5.2.1.4 Minimum Percentage Supply

A new metric is introduced in order to measure the ratio between the renewable energy being produced by 1 turbine and a 1 $m^2$ solar panel and the data center energy consumption. It is called Minimum Percentage Supply (MPS), and it is calculated as:

$$ MPS = \frac{\text{RenewableEnergyProduction}(kWh)}{\text{TotalEnergyConsumption}(kWh)} \times 100 \quad (5.27) $$

For five different experimental scenarios, with physical machines varying from 500 to 2500, we calculate the average value of MPS over a year, and for specific months in Finland when renewable energy hits the maximum (May) and the minimum (December). As energy consumption increases, MPS decreases nearly linearly. Table 5.2 presents the annual, minimum and maximum month MPS values, for 5 different datacenter size. As seen in Table 5.2, there is a 3 fold difference between minimal and maximal MPS values, which clearly indicates different operational costs for producing the same amount of renewable energy during different times of the year. Obviously, more physical resources, i.e wind turbines and solar panels, are needed in December to produce same amount of energy compared to May.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr. of physical machines</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>1500</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual MPS(%)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May MPS(%)</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December MPS(%)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.1.5 Cost evaluation

The renewable energy production fluctuates between different time intervals depending on the weather conditions. The data center consumption fluctuates between different time intervals depending on the workload as well. This means that occasionally there is a higher production rate than consumption rate and occasionally it is the opposite. We refer to the difference between renewable available energy and the workload energy consumption as $D_E$, given as follows:

$$ D_E = \text{Renewable energy} - \text{Energy consumption} \quad (5.28) $$

We refer to $D_E > 0$ as surplus, (or overproduction) meaning that more renewable energy is produced than what is consumed. This additional energy can, for example, be stored or be sold back to the grid if allowed. And, we refer to $D_E < 0$ as deficit, meaning that consumption of energy is higher than the production and, consequently, external brown energy must be bought from the grid.

Referring to periods of time during a year when renewable exceeds the consumption as surplus hours, the results of the study show that combining wind and solar energy sources provides greater surplus hours compared to using only one source of renewable energy. Meanwhile, increasing the number of solar panels and decreasing
the number of wind turbines, leads to decreasing the surplus hours in a year. However, during these shorter surplus periods, the excessive energy surpasses the value of energy consumption by 6-13 times. This brought us to two logical interpretations. The excessive energy represents wasted energy in case it won’t be reused or income in case it will be stored in batteries and/or sold back to the grid.

In this perspective, we further investigate the cost aspect of using renewable energy, calculating overall income and expenses of combined grid and renewable energy in a data center, over one year. We show that using only solar energy source leads to extreme energy and cost values. This results in high income during short surplus periods of the year. Also, when solar energy is lacking, expenses are high in order to provide for the data center energy need. The results also show that mixing wind energy source with a certain portion of solar, to compensate the lack of wind, is the opposite. Therefore, there is less, but more stable income.

Figures 5.7a and 5.7b present respectively the achieved $\Delta E$ amplitudes and annual cumulative energy surplus and deficits for the scenarios defined in Table 5.3. Values are based on a data center composed by 1000 physical machines and 2000 virtual machines running a synthetic workload. Detailed information about the used simulation environment is available from [248].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Nr.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind Turbines Nr.</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Panels Nr.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2.2 Battery modeling

The production of energy from renewable resources, such as sunlight and wind, is variable over time and dependent of weather conditions. One common way to address
this problem is to use batteries, not only as a backup in case of energy outage or
as a power peak shaving, but as an energy storage device. Latest research proposes
the usage of batteries as a key source of energy for the energy system supply of a
datacenter. In this case, the main question to be tackled is: how to choose the battery
capacity to maximize the renewable energy usage thus minimize the green energy
loss. The concept of green coverage mentioned also in subsection 5.2.1.3 represents
the percentage of total energy consumption provided by renewable energy.

We consider a datacenter consuming energy, which is provided by one of these
two sources: renewable energy, battery energy and grid energy, according to this
order of priority. The battery gets charged only by the renewable source and it charges
only when the renewable energy is of greater amount than the datacenter energy needs.
If the battery is full and there is still renewable energy produced and therefore not
being used, this extra energy is considered overproduction. The battery discharges
when datacenter energy consumption is higher than what is provided by renewable
sources. In cases when both, renewable sources and the battery, are not enough
to fulfill the datacenter energy requirements, additional energy is taken from the
traditional grid (also referred to as brown energy).

5.2.2.1 Simulator tool
In order to analyze and being able to predict the amount of available energy in the
battery over specific moments in a chosen time period, we developed a simulation tool.
The simulator is based on the concept of the battery as a finite state machine, whose
trigger conditions are related to the available amount of solar energy and datacenter
energy consumption at a specific time $t$.

There are four possible states that the battery can be at any time $t$: Full, Discharg-
ing, Charging or Empty. Therefore, there are 16 possible state transition combinations.
Practically, all of these combinations are feasible except for the Full - Empty and
Empty - Full transitions which are generally limited by the charge/discharge rate of
the battery during a certain period of time. Possible triggers from one state to the
other depend on the amount of available solar energy in a moment of time $t$, referred
to as $RE(t)$ (Renewable Energy) and the datacenter energy needs in that moment $t$,
referred to as a $consum(t)$. Other affecting factors are the value of the stored energy
in the battery, $E(t)$ and the maximum energy capacity of the battery named $Efull$.

Implementation: The pseudocode for developing the simulator is given below as
a set of 8 steps. $BS(0)$ refers to the initial Battery State assigned to Full, assuming the
battery is fully charged when the simulation begins running. Each of the 16 ‘current -
next’ state combinations is assigned a combination number (named $combinationNr$),
which calculates the energy ($E(t)$) the battery will have on every $t$. The green coverage
is calculated according to Equation 5.30 and printed out. The loop repeats 8760
times for every hour of the year, resulting in outputs of total charging and discharging
amount of the battery, overproduction, and grid energy for every hour.

The equation 5.29 is checked by the simulator to be true for every moment of
time $t$ during the simulation time period.

\[
RE(t) + d(t) + grid(t) = consum(t) + c(t) + over(t)
\]  (5.29)
Figure 5.7: Battery states over time represented as a finite state machine.

Algorithm 3 Simulator tasks

1: \( BS(0) \leftarrow FULL, t \leftarrow 1 \)
2: repeat
3: \( BS(t) = f[BS(t-1), RE(t), consum(t)] \)
4: \( combinationNr = f[BS(t-1), BS(t)] \)
5: \( E(t) = f[E(t-1), combinationNr] \)
6: until \( t \leq 8760 \)
7: \( greenCoverage = \frac{annual [RE(t) - over(t)]/annual [consum(t)]}{8760} \)
8: Print \( charge(t), discharge(t), overproduction(t), grid(t), greenCoverage \)

On the left side of Equation (1) are listed the providing energy sources and on the right side is listed drawn energy. \( RE(t) \) represents the renewable energy being produced at moment \( t \), \( d(t) \) is the amount of energy discharged from the battery in the time period \( (t-1) \) to \( t \), and \( grid(t) \) represents the amount of energy taken from the traditional grid at that moment \( t \), in case it is needed to fulfill the datacenter energy needs. The variable \( consum(t) \) refers to the datacenter energy consumption at moment \( t \), \( c(t) \) is the amount of energy charged to the battery in the time period \( (t-1) \) to \( t \) and \( over(t) \) represents the part of the produced renewable energy which is not consumed neither by the datacenter nor from used to charge the battery. Based on Equation 5.29 we calculate the green coverage metric of our specified datacenter over a year, as described in Equation 5.30. The sum is composed of 8760 hourly values for
each of the metrics: \( RE(t) \), \( over(t) \) and \( consum(t) \). We can distinguish two different scenarios from this equation. First, theoretically we evaluate the green coverage simply as total renewable energy over the year divided by total energy consumption over the year. We have no information regarding the overproduction without running the simulations, so we assume it is zero. Second, experimental simulations show that the overproduction is greater than zero, meaning that the real green coverage is less than the theoretical calculated value. The battery size is the key element affecting the minimization of the overproduction value.

\[
\text{greenCoverage} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{8760} [RE(t) - over(t)]}{\sum_{t=1}^{8760} consum(t)}
\]

(5.30)

5.2.3 Geographical location competitiveness

In this subsection we investigate how different geographical locations affect the green coverage and the required battery size to reach a certain green coverage. Given that only solar energy is affected by the latitude factor, we will consider as renewable energy only the solar energy produced. To highlight the differences to northern latitudes we choose Crete, Greece at 35° latitude because of its typically solar intense southern European climate, and Llorin, Nigeria at 8.5° latitude to cover the equatorial extreme point. Details on the renewable energy production for each of the countries can be found in [249].

5.2.3.1 Solar energy availability

The total amount of renewable energy provided over a year by each of the three selected countries: Finland, Crete, and Nigeria, is given in Figure 5.8. Table 5.4 presents numerically the total amount of annual solar energy provided by a 1 m² solar panel and the required quantity of solar panels in m² for the three countries, aiming for half of the datacenter energy consumption to be provided by the solar energy source. On closer observance of the data, we notice a fair similarity between Nigeria and Crete, with only a 17% difference. Almost twice (45%) of the number of solar panels needed in Nigeria are needed in Finland to achieve same target of solar energy production.

Figure 5.8: Solar energy produced by 1 m² solar panel in three geographical locations monthly over a year
5.2.3.2 Battery size for 3 different locations

Experiments and Results To perform the experiments we have run the simulation tool by changing the input of battery size from 0 to 10MWh, separately for each of the countries. The first run under battery size equal to 0 shows how much from the produced solar energy is spent in vain as overproduction. Increasing the size of the battery means increased amount of stored solar energy. The yield of this is diminishment of the amount of overproduction and energy taken from the grid, translating to an overall higher renewable energy usage. The optimization concept based on the battery size is related to the fact that as battery size increases, the amount of energy taken from the grid and the overproduced energy is decreased. The decreasing rate depends on the battery capacity and of the energy production pattern, which differs in the selected geographical locations. The simulation time covers a period of 1 year (8760 hours), taking as input the hourly solar energy records and the hourly energy consumption values over the year. The datacenter is composed of 100 servers and we assume in this paper a synthetic variable workload over one week repeated over the whole year. The annual energy consumption for this datacenter equals to 260 MWh. The used synthetic variable workload is obtained as presented in [250].

Through empirical simulations we found that to achieve no solar overproduction over a year, a 230 kWh battery capacity is needed for the datacenter located in Nigeria, a 292 kWh battery capacity for the Greece location, and a 9.3 MWh battery capacity if location is Finland. According to a typical Tesla Powerwall 2 battery chosen as a template with a capacity of 13.5 kWh [251], the overall battery size needed is equal to 17, 21, and 688 of such batteries for Nigeria, Crete, and Finland respectively. According to Equation 5.30, the real green coverage is decreased from the theoretical one in proportion to the overproduction amount. For a theoretical green coverage for the 3 countries, we chose to assign the same value of 50%. The first simulation with battery size 0 for each of the countries shows lower values of green coverage because of the overproduction energy, illustrated in Figure 5.9. The achieved values are 42%, 35%, and 31%, for Nigeria, Crete, and Finland respectively. This means that out of a desired annual renewable energy usage of 50%, there is an 8%, 15%, and 19% drop from this desired usage because of the total overproduction energy over the whole year. The way to recover from this problem is increasing battery size. Figure 5.8 graphically shows higher values of green coverage rising towards 0.5 (50%) with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Annual Solar Energy/1m² (kWh)</th>
<th>Required solar panels (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crete</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4 The total amount of annual solar energy provided by 1 m² solar panel and the number of solar panels in m² needed to cover 50% of energy consumption for Finland, Crete and Nigeria.
increasing battery size. The rate by which this increase happens changes by country, referring to the annual values.

Figure 5.9: The value of achieved average green coverage over a year with increasing battery size for Finland, Crete, and Nigeria.

5.2.4 Renewable energy and Exascale computing

One of the constraint limiting the development of Exascale computing is the power consumption. To achieve an Exaflop computer a limit of 20MW was set on its maximal power dissipation by the U.S Department of Energy (DOE) to stay behind cost feasibility limits. When looking at the current power efficiency of supercomputers from the Top500 [46] and Green500 [252] lists, it clearly illustrates how ambitious is this challenge. On average the 5 most powerful computers from the Top500 list achieve around 36 teraflops for a power dissipation of 5.6MW. Scaling these ch5/sec5-3 to an Exaflop, taking into account the 20MW limit, would require 7 times more power efficiency computing technologies. On the other hand, when taking as reference the average efficiency of the 5 most efficient computers from the Green500 list, it would require 3.5 times more power efficiency computing technologies to provide an Exascale computer dissipating 20MW.

Even if the 20MW limit might sounds a challenging goal, Koomey and al. established that electrical efficiency of computation has doubled roughly every year and a half for more than six decades [253]. This observed trend indicates that it could be possible to provide an Exascale computer dissipating 20MW from 3 to 6 years from now.

When scaling the results from [248] we can evaluate the required number of solar panels and wind turbines to provide different coverage of renewable energy sources for an Exascale computer dissipating a maximum power of 20MW and deployed in Turku, Finland. Here we assume a workload of users requests uniformly distributed over a 24 hours time window. This workload is replicated for every day of the year,
assuming an homogeneously distributed workload pattern over the year. The assumed wind turbine is a 1kW HY 1000 wind power characteristics. Detailed description about the simulation settings and assumptions are available from [248]. Table 5.5 provides the number of required solar panels and wind turbine to cover 50% of the energy consumption of the Exascale computer over a one year period. Without any wind turbine, the required surface of solar panel would be 220 000 square meters, which is equivalent to 31 football pitches.

Table 5.5 Required wind turbines and solar panels to provide a 50% renewable energy coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind turbines (Nr)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33 300</td>
<td>60 000</td>
<td>86 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr. Solar panels (m²)</td>
<td>220 000</td>
<td>133 000</td>
<td>66 600</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.5 Policy for renewable-powered datacenters

As seen in the previous subsections, the problematic of renewable energy is becoming a major focus for powering datacenters. Several international actions shows this importance.

5.2.5.1 European Commission

Due to the European climate and energy package called 20-20-20, there is a goal to reach the following targets:

- A 20% reduction in EU greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 levels;
- Raising the share of EU energy consumption produced from renewable resources to 20%;
- A 20% improvement in the EU’s energy efficiency.

These goals are not only for reducing ecological footprint of European activities but also with an economical goal of creating jobs.

In this context, several funding programs were created in order to improve the overall energy efficiency of European Community countries with one on the focus of large scale datacenters: Datacenters in Smart Cities funded in 2013. This funding schema came after the success of several independent EU-funded projects for energy-efficient datacenters such as Fit4Green[254], Games[255], All4Greens[256], CoolEmAll[257] and Eco2Clouds[258].

These European projects focus on the interaction of datacenters with their electrical surroundings such as battery, solar panels, ...

5.2.5.2 U.S.A.

One of the main driver of the USA policy comes from the National Strategic Computing Initiative (NSCI) which assigned the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of
Science (SC) and the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) to create a framework to build an Exascale supercomputer.

Several funding schemes came from this objective but the main focus was put on energy efficiency and energy- and power-capping, not on using renewable sources.

5.2.5.3 Collaborative projects
A large number of international or national projects have the focus to evaluate the possibility of powering data centers with renewable energy.

**DataZero** [259] French funded project aims at powering a large scale data center using only renewable energies without an access to an electricity grid. It focuses on the task scheduling and electrical infrastructure reconfiguration.

**CtrlGreen** [260] This French project addressed the autonomic management of a data center partly operated by renewable energy. It focused on the scheduling side of the problem.

**GreenWare** [261] is a NSF funded project taking into account the cooperation of a federation of data centers to optimize renewable energy consumption.

5.2.5.4 Companies
Several large companies (Apple, Google, ...) announced using renewable energy equivalent to the energy consumed by their data centers. At the moment each of their data centers are not directly consuming this renewable energy but their owner are funding this production for other usages. Thus the described interconnection between renewable electrical sources and data centers are not yet actually used.

5.3 An Introduction to Cooling in Data Centers
Data centers can require up to several megawatts of power, which are dissipated as heat. Dissipating this heat requires careful planning to minimize costs. Converged high performance and big data computing infrastructures [262] typically also require cooling. This can be a significant part of the fixed and operational costs, and typically needs to be customized to the climatic and infrastructure conditions available at a data center site. There is at present no standard methodology to do this, although there is a growing body of knowledge in this area. It has been recognized as an area of importance for the European Union with awards for the best European data centers being given out annually [263]. There are also standardization efforts underway in other parts of the world [264, 265, 266, 267].

The motivation for improved knowledge of cooling strategies is the higher density of compute units, which can make traditional fan driven air cooling a suboptimal choice. Unfortunately, most people with a high performance computing background do not have a large background in heat transfer and building design, though some engineers do use supercomputers to design thermo-fluid systems. The aim of this review is to introduce the main technologies and problems to be overcome in data center cooling.
The efficiency of a data center is often characterized by the power usage effectiveness (PUE), which is the ratio of the energy used for the data center to the ratio of the energy used for the computing equipment [268, 269, 270, 271, 272]. Use of the PUE as a data center efficiency metric has made cooling considerations important in data center operation since chillers and refrigeration have used up to 30% of system power [269, 273].

Previous work has focused on understanding the impact of data center loads on required cooling [274, 275]. This is therefore not reviewed in detail here. The data center load is an important design consideration, however for the mechanical cooling design, the most important initial consideration is being able to sustain maximum performance of the data center. More comprehensive information is available at [276]. This is a valuable openly accessible collection of resources that also targets small data centers. In addition, the Greengrid [277] and American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) handbooks [264] are useful resources, though less accessible to the casual reader.

5.3.1 Overview of Data Center Cooling Methodologies

In this section, there will be no distinction between data centers mostly targeted for cloud workloads and those targeted to high performance computing workloads. For the purposes of data center cooling, they are very similar.

The largest distinction is between air and liquid cooled data centers. A primary reason for using liquid cooling is that it allows for a higher computation density since liquids typically have a higher heat capacity than air. Liquid cooling however typically needs a more complicated infrastructure, thus may have higher setup costs.

The design of air cooled systems has stabilized. Typically an air conditioned room is used and the cabinets are arranged to have a design that would enable high heat transfer rate - usually racks are arranged to have hot and cold aisle between them to ensure good transport of hot air to the air cooling system.

There are several liquid cooling options, and this is an area still undergoing rapid innovation, though many data centers would like some standardization to enable lower site fixed costs with liquid cooling infrastructure being used for several generations of compute units. Some methods for liquid cooling that are currently of interest are:

1. Heat loop pipes, siphons, liquid cooled heat sinks and cold plates (for example produced by Asetek [278], Aquaris [279] and CoolIT [280])
2. Fully immersed forced convective cooling (for example as produced by Green revolution cooling [281] and investigated by Eiland et al [282] for the Open Compute project [283].)
3. Fully immersed free convective cooling (for example, the Rugged POD [284])
4. Phase change cooling (for example using low boiling point liquids produced by 3M [285, 286, 287, 288])

For each of these one can consider keeping the primary cooling fluid temperature either close to room temperature or significantly above room temperature (warm water cooling [289]). When the primary cooling fluid is significantly above environmental conditions, then seasonal temperature changes have negligible effects on efficiency.
of conversion of heat for other uses and the generated heat can be more effectively recycled.

Important considerations in choosing a cooling solution are maintenance costs and ease of maintenance. In fully immersed cooling solutions, careful design is required to make component replacement easy. Furthermore, the cooling fluids need to be chosen to enable high heat transfer rates as well as ensuring system cleanliness.

In a liquid cooled system, choosing the coolant and cooling system components is again only half of the work. In many cases a secondary heat exchanger is used to transport the heat away from the computing system. Typically, the secondary exchanger will use water as the heat transportation medium. This allows for a reduction in cost and also easy integration into the building heating/cooling system, or for easy exhaust of the materials. Some of the heat may also be used to generate electricity using thermoelectric materials.

Surface properties are of great importance in heat transfer [290]. It can be challenging to model this, however such properties can be measured and the materials or material coatings carefully chosen to ensure a high heat transfer rate.

The design of data center cooling systems, typically involves cooperation between computer scientists, electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, civil engineers and plumbers - most of whom have very different technical skills. A few engineers will use simulation to help design data center cooling systems [291], however in many cases, standard design rules will be used [292]. ASHRAE has formulated data center building standards [264], though rapid innovation in this area and the adjustment to local conditions make these difficult to adopt in every possible situation.

For a simple liquid cooled design, once the data center power needs are known, the maximum, average and minimum power consumption can be estimated. Since almost all the power is dissipated into heat, one can then estimate the amount of heat that needs to be transported away. If the heat capacity of the transporting fluid is known, and the efficiency of heat generation and heat transport from the CPU, GPU and RAM to the fluid estimated, then an appropriate fluid flow rate can be calculated to ensure that the system remains within a reasonable operating temperature range. The effectiveness of the secondary heat exchanger can then be determined. Typically an electronic heat control system with temperature feedback would be used to regulate the cooling of the data center. This would move some of the implementation details for the cooling system from the design phase to the operational phase and also allow for adaptation of the system to the computational load at the data center.

In phase change cooling, the operating temperature of the chips needs to be estimated. A fluid with a low boiling point that is compatible with the electronic components is then chosen. The evaporated fluid transfers heat from the hot electronic surfaces to a liquid cooled condenser. The heat required to create a phase change from liquid to gas is known, if heat transfer between the hot electronic components and the cooling fluid, and between the evaporated cooling fluid and condenser is fast enough, the flow rate in the condenser can be adjusted to ensure adequate cooling of the electronic components. Condensers are typically custom made [293].

As concrete examples of existing deployments, table 5.6 details the characteristics of several data centers and their cooling technologies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site &amp; System</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
<th>Cooling Technology</th>
<th>Power Capacity</th>
<th>Heat Reuse</th>
<th>Hot Water</th>
<th>PUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UL, BioTech, Luxembourg</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Airflow</td>
<td>200kW</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL, CDC S02-1, Luxembourg</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Airflow</td>
<td>300kW</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL, CDC S02-2, Luxembourg</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Airflow</td>
<td>280kW</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL, CDC S02-3, Luxembourg</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>1050kW</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL, CDC S02-4, Luxembourg</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>1050kW</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL, CDC S02-5, Luxembourg</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Airflow</td>
<td>300kW</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNC, Eagle, Poland</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>450kW</td>
<td>Building heating</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT, Rocket &amp; Vedur, Estonia</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Airflow</td>
<td>88kW</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSCC RAS, Russia</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>300kW</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>+45°C</td>
<td>1.025-1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSCC RAS, Russia</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>100kW</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>+45°C</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beskow PDC, Sweden</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Airflow, Water Cooled Doors</td>
<td>1000kW</td>
<td>Building Warming</td>
<td>+19°C</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K computer, RIKEN, Japan</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>12700kW</td>
<td>Electricity co-generation</td>
<td>+17°C</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaheen, KAUST, Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Airflow, Liquid Cooled Cabinet</td>
<td>2800kW</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>+23°C</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taihulight, NSCC, China</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>ILC,</td>
<td>15371kW</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajax1, SKY, United Kingdom</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Airflow</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eigen, ENGIE, Netherlands</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Airflow</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook, Lulea, Sweden</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Airflow</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLTM Italy</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Airflow</td>
<td>5kW</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6 Example of cooling technologies deployed in existing HPC Data centers. DLC - direct liquid cooling, ILC - indirect liquid cooling, PSNC - Poznan Supercomputing center, UL - University of Luxembourg, UT - University of Tartu, JSCC RAS - Joint supercomputer center of the Russian academy of science, SSCC RAS - Siberian supercomputer center of the Russian academy of science, PDC - PDC Center for High Performance Computing at the KTH Royal Institute of Technology, RIKEN - , KAUST - King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, NSCC - National Supercomputing Center in Wuxi, DLTM - Distretto Ligure delle Tecnologie Marine
5.3.2 Cost Estimation

Cooling can be a significant part of a data center fixed and running costs. Liquid cooling will typically have a higher fixed infrastructure cost, but lower running costs. When setting up or upgrading a data center, the choice of cooling options is usually different at every site and needs to be designed specifically for that site. An understanding of local conditions (climatic conditions, electricity costs, possibilities for heat reuse), is of great importance. Also of importance is whether a new data center is being constructed or whether an old data center is being upgraded. Efficient upgrading of an old data center will try to reuse existing infrastructure and may be more difficult to adapt to a liquid cooled solution. For upgrading of old data centers, common options are to use indirect liquid cooling by utilizing cooling doors on enclosed cabinets which have components or to directly attach liquid cooled heat sinks to hot components such as the CPU, GPU and memory modules. These allow for easy servicing of the electronic components, does not require much retraining of data center personnel. They also allow for reuse of the airflow cooling infrastructure to cool components such as motherboards and storage, which require significantly lower air flows. Newer data centers which use liquid cooling can have a much better integration with building/environmental infrastructure to ensure better reuse of heat generated by the data center as well as initial training of the new personnel on best practices for operating and maintaining a liquid cooled infrastructure.

The total cost of ownership model is a popular methodology for choosing data center infrastructure [292, 270]. The choice of cooling infrastructure may be easier to model than the choices of CPU, GPU, interconnect, storage and other compute components since only a few key system properties are needed.

Some consideration are

- the outside temperature, in particular does it allow for free cooling
- can the heat be used in electricity generation
- can the heat be used to provide hot water
- can the heat be used for building heating

In cold climates, all the above uses are possible (and building heating is particularly attractive [294, 295, 296]), but in hot climates or in the hotter seasons, only electricity generation and hot water generation can be done. Each of these will likely have a different economic value.

As an example, for a 500kW data center, assuming an electricity cost of 0.05€ per kWh, electricity costs are about 300,000€ per year. With free cooling or exhaust to the atmosphere, no electricity costs are recovered - for a warm water system, chillers are not required. If hot water or building heating is provided, then only losses in heat conversion need be accounted for, these may be between 10 and 20% of system costs, thus operating costs are up to 60,000€ per year. If electricity is co-generated, assuming 35% efficiency ( [297]), then electricity costs are 195,000€ per year. In cases where electricity costs are significantly less, for example electricity is generated on site, operational costs will be much less significant than the fixed cost of establishing the infrastructure.
An additional concern are component lifetimes and failure rates. Not all hardware components will be compatible with all liquid cooling solutions - in particular for fully immersed cooling solutions [298]. The cooling solution may also change the expected failure rates of computer components. On small systems, component failure rates will be infrequent, an extended warranty or similar insurance policy may be the best way to cover component failure. On large systems, component failure rates and component replacement should be considered part of the operational costs as it will be possible to apply statistical methods.

5.3.3 Simulation Tools

5.3.3.1 Electrical Load Simulation and Prediction

Due to its significant importance, cooling optimization has been the subject of studies done within a number of research and development projects. One of them was CoolEmAll [274, 299] which involved several authors of the current paper and investigated how cooling, heat transfer, IT infrastructure, and applications influence the overall energy and cooling efficiency of data centers. CoolEmAll provided advanced planning and optimization tools - SVD Toolkit (Simulation, Visualization and Decision support toolkit) enabling analysis and optimization of data center infrastructure in a holistic manner. The toolkit consists of several modules supporting IT infrastructure designers, decision makers and administrators in the process of planning new data centers or improving existing ones. In particular, the tools allow for detailed modeling of IT infrastructures, evaluating how they react to various load and power conditions and simulate the corresponding cooling facilities behavior.

The core of the SVD Toolkit is Data Center Workload and Resource Management Simulator (DCworms) [300] and the CFD simulation module. The former tool combines scheduling and management policies with power profiles and cooling models of data center infrastructure [275], while the latter one provides heat flow model supporting hot spots detection. In this way, SVD Toolkit allows evaluation of various arrangements and configuration of racks and cooling components until an optimal airflow through the server room is achieved. Models available within DCworms allow for estimating thermal load at different hardware levels, (ranging from single chassis, through the whole rack up to the data center) and analysis of various cooling approaches based on fans, chillers, computer room airside handlers and dry coolers (free cooling).

DCworms is still developed by Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center and used for evaluation of energy efficiency and different cooling strategies within other, ongoing, EU funded projects and is available for use under open source-based license.

5.3.3.2 Thermofluid Simulations

One of the earliest uses of supercomputers was for thermofluid coupled simulations. There are a large number of software packages that can do thermofluid simulation. However, detailed simulations are computationally costly, therefore simpler simula-
tion models are often used. A modular approach is often used, with low level details from one simulation being fed into a larger less well resolved simulation.

For an air cooled system in a hot aisle cold aisle data center, one can start at the level of a simple rack in an air cooled cabinet. If the rack is operating at maximum capacity, then one can calculate the required air flow rate to keep the system temperature at a sustainable level. In such an application, the air flow speed will be much less than the speed of sound, and so the low speed compressible Navier Stokes equations or the incompressible Navier Stokes equations can be used. The dominant heat transport mechanism will be convection, so once the heat has been transferred to the fluid, it can be considered as a turbulently mixed passive scalar. The room can be initially modeled as a source of cold air and a sink for hot air. Thus a single simulation can be used to model all the racks in the data center. With this information, the required airflow in the room can be calculated using the low speed compressible Navier Stokes equations or the incompressible Navier Stokes equations with the Boussinesq approximation to allow for both free and forced convection and conduction.

Simulation of liquid cooled systems is more complicated because the details of heat transfer between different components is challenging. In cases where phase changes occur, accurate thermofluid simulation is extremely challenging and it may be best to use tables and correlation functions to estimate heat transfer rates. For liquid cooled systems with immersion, low speed compressible Navier Stokes equations or the incompressible Navier Stokes equations with the Boussinesq approximation can again be used. Accurate meshing of all the geometry is complicated, thus a simpler representative model of the heat generating units would likely be sufficient for design purposes. The heat exchanger also need not be fully simulated, provided it is adequately characterized, in particular by having some model for heat absorbed from the primary cooling fluid as a function of temperature and circulation velocity and heat transmitted to the secondary cooling fluid. Engineering tables can be used to aid building design and/or integration with the building heating/cooling system to ensure for adequate operating conditions.

Example thermofluid simulation packages include:

- OpenFOAM [301]
- OpenLB [302]
- Palabos [303]
- ANSYS Fluent [304]
- COOLSim [305]
- COMSOL Multiphysics [306]
- STAR-CCM+ [307]
- 6SigmaRoom [308]
- FloTHERM [309]
- TileFlow [310]

Specific data center simulation tools such as COOLSim, 6SigmaRoom, FloTHERM and TileFlow can make it easy to design a data center. Data center simulations are also good educational computational modeling projects. Typically simulations will
not include all rack details, but will instead consider a hierarchy of models. Thus experimental confirmation will be required to validate the calculations before using them for design.

The simulation tools can be used to ensure the operational environment will be suitable before deployment or upgrade of a data center. They can also be used in cost optimized design of a data center. Due to the long data enter building lifetimes, careful design choices are required since retrofitting costs for data center computer hardware upgrades should be minimized. Design optimization is an area that still needs to be fully applied to data centers, though it seems that some existing tools such as Dakota [311] for design optimization, can be coupled to the data center simulations, for example one can couple Dakota to OpenFOAM to optimize cabinet placement for air cooled data centers, or component placement in an immersed forced convectively cooled cabinet.

Modular pod data centers that are entirely self-contained are attractive for cloud computing applications [291]. Due to their limited size, airflow in these can be carefully optimized and validated to ensure sufficient cooling is obtained at minimal cost, provided the heat can be exhausted efficiently.

5.3.4 Future Challenges

In this chapter we have given an overview of liquid cooling strategies for data centers. One of the challenges that remains is to determine which of these strategies data centers follow and how effective they are. There are a number of data collection and dissemination activities related to high performance computing data centers, in particular VI4IO [312] which has as an additional component the comprehensive data center list and the Energy Efficiency working group [313], which is aiming to standardize liquid cooling deployments. It will be challenging to have plumbers and computer scientists work well together, but this will be required for effective data center design. A long lived repository with computer center cooling strategies is also of interest. Such developments would allow for the development of a shared body of knowledge on data center design and operation.

Of particular interest in a survey are:

- Data center location
- Data center layout
- Number of server rooms
- Characteristics of the server rooms
  - surface area
  - number of hosted racks/cabinets
  - CPU used and maximum operating watts
  - power distribution (number of PDU feeds etc.)
  - rack capacity (kW), type, vendor and usage (HPC, HPC hybrid (incl. accelerators), storage, interconnect...)
  - servers in a rack with particular cooling technologies
  - Computer aided design diagrams of the motherboard
    * airflow – also specify the type (hot/cold aisle...)
* Indirect Liquid cooling (such as airflow with water-cooled doors)
* Direct Liquid Cooling (DLC) – also specify the type (immersive, heat loop, phase change...)
  – expected/measured PUE (if measured, explain how):
  – inlet water temperature
  – ambient room temperature
  – outlet air/water temperature
  – Type of Heat recycling
    * building warming
    * electricity generation
    * none
    * other
  • Heat exchanger (type(s) and capacity):
  • Seasonal temperature variation accommodation:
  • Fire Protection technology (argonite...)
  • Idle power consumption
  • Maximum power consumption
  • Was simulation used to help design your data center and/or integrated cooling solution?

Our initial attempt at data collection for a small subset of data centers indicates that such a survey will be difficult to fully populate and establish reliable entries for, though would be useful for the environment and for the high performance, big data and cloud computing industries. The PUE is a simple metric to collect, but because simple well resolved component wise power measurement techniques are not yet part of many data center deployments PUE reporting is not always easy to obtain. Awards do seem to encourage and highlight innovation [263], but care is required to ensure they lead to long term best practices.

5.3.5 Conclusion

Some options and considerations for data center cooling have been presented. Data centers are expected to use upto 3% of all electricity generated worldwide. Depending on the data center, cooling can be upto 30% of the electricity costs for the data center. Thus a good cooling solution which has a high initial setup cost can pay for itself quite quickly. While data center design specifications have not fully standardized, open source hardware will force some standardization. Measurements of PUE, though not a good indicator on its own, has raised awareness of inefficient data center cooling methodologies that lead to high operating costs. A better measure of data center cooling effectiveness is needed, but may take time to develop. To do so, it is helpful to collect and curate information on cooling strategies used in different data centers.

5.4 A Full-Cost Model for Estimating the Energy Consumption of Computing Infrastructures

Since its advent in the middle of the 2000’s, the CC paradigm is increasingly advertised as a price-effective solution to many IT problems. This seems reasonable if we exclude the pure performance point of view as many studies highlight a non-negligible overhead induced by the virtualization layer at the heart of every Cloud middleware when subjected to an HPC workload. When this is the case, traditional HPC and Ultrascale computing systems are required, and then comes the question of the real cost-effectiveness, especially when comparing to instances offered by the Cloud providers.

Many public or private organizations have departments and workgroups that could benefit from HPC resources to analyze, model, and visualize the growing volumes of data they need to conduct business. From a general perspective, HPC is essential for increased competitiveness and stronger innovation. There are two realistic scenarios today to access HPC capacities beyond what is available from the desktop systems. One option is to acquire and operate an HPC system. However, for many companies and especially SMEs, this is seen as a non-viable solution since the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is perceived as too high, and additional skills and manpower are needed to operate and maintain such a system. With the rapidly growing enthusiasm around the CC paradigm, and more particularly of the IaaS model which is best suited for HPC workload, a second viable option is foreseen and attracts more and more attention due to the massive advertisement toward the cost-effectiveness of this approach. In this model, users rent to providers a resource that may be computing, storage and network or higher level services. At present, many large actors of the Cloud Computing market propose an IaaS service to their users. The cost model of IaaS is based on the actual resource usage of the user, who is thus billed depending on his activity. The computing resources are operated upon virtual machines and ran on a multi-tenant mode on the physical hardware. Characterized by their scalability and high-availability, IaaS platforms tend to be more and more efficient and are now sliding towards the territory of the traditional HPC facilities. Because of these interesting characteristics, many IaaS implementations have been largely studied and benchmarked in the context of an HPC usage. While it is now widely established that running an HPC workload on top of IaaS resources induces a non-negligible performance overhead due to the hypervisor at the heart of every Cloud middleware, many people assume that this performance impact is counter-balanced by the massive cost savings brought by the Cloud approach. But is it true? Since 2007, the UL operates a medium size HPC facility [314] (≈ 10100 computing cores, 346 CPU TFlops and a shared storage capacity of 8.8 PB over parallel and distributed File Systems as of May. 2018) addressing the needs of academic researchers coming from many different fields (physics, material sciences, economy, life-science etc.). While developing our own expertise in the management of such a platform, it also gave us the opportunity to scrutinize on a daily basis and over a significant period of time its associated operating costs.
In this context, [315] proposed a TCO analysis for this in-house HPC facility for the time period 2007-2014 which is reported in the next sections. Also, although the comparative performance of Cloud vs. HPC systems received a wide audience in the recent literature, the analogous analysis covering the costs remains at an early stage, with very few contribution from the academic community. This is also due to the constant and rapid evolution of the Cloud instances offered by the different providers and the frequent price changes, making it hard to establish a fair comparison of the Cloud usage price with regards the equivalent HPC infrastructure operational costs. Furthermore the direct comparison of a given Cloud instance price with an HPC operating cost is biased and should be taken with precautions as it omits the performance aspect where the Cloud instance performance does not match with the one of an HPC node. To feed this gap and allowing a fair cost analysis, the approach proposed in [315] was twofold. First a theoretical price - performance model was established based on the study of the actual Cloud instances proposed by one of the major Cloud IaaS actors (Amazon). Then, based on the owned facility TCO and taking into account all the OPEX, an hourly price comparison is proposed.

Electricity is becoming a major expense in current Cloud and HPC data centers, even chasing the IT hardware cost [316]. Three main approaches can help reducing this energy consumption: improving the infrastructure’s energy efficiency, exploiting renewable sources, and increasing the utilization rates. While the two first solutions partly rely on investments, the last one only depends on the facility’s management policy. Energy-aware policies could rely on users willingness to decrease their electricity usage. Yet, users are unaware of the energy consumption induced by their resource’s utilization. It is thus crucial to provide the energy models for data centers. This was covered in two other studies [317, 318] summarized in this chapter.

In this section, and inspired by the work proposed in [315], we propose a TCO analysis of an in-house academic HPC facility of medium-size (in particular the one operated at the University of Luxembourg since 2007, or within the Grid’5000 project [319]), and compare it with the investment that would have been required to run the same platform (and the same workload) over a competitive Cloud IaaS offer.

This rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Subsection 5.4.1 reports the TCO analysis conducted in [315]. Then, the refinement of the model specialized for energy cost modelization [317] with recent cooling technologies is depicted in the subsection 5.4.2. Finally, subsection 5.4.3 concludes the paper and provides some future directions and perspectives opened by this study.

### 5.4.1 Total Cost of Ownership analysis for a medium-size academic HPC facility

The UL operates since 2007 an HPC facility [314] and the related storage by a relatively small team of system administrators. The aspect of bridging computing and storage is a requirement of UL service – the reasons are both legal (certain data may not move) and performance related. Nowadays, people from three faculties as many interdisciplinary centers within the UL, are users of this facility.
As of May 2018, it consists of 5 clusters spread across 2 geographic sites featuring a total of 662 computing nodes (for 10108 cores) and a cumulative shared storage capacity of 8.8 PB over parallel and distributed File Systems. In the reported study, the data and metrics collected are restricted to two clusters (namely chaos, gaia) that compose part of the UL HPC facility. Within these clusters, the internal interconnect is based on an Infiniband QDR (40Gb/s) network built on top of and adapted topology ("fat tree" and/or "star" depending on the situation) to ensure the best performances for the process communications. It is worth to note that such a technology out-performs by far all Ethernet-based network in use among major Cloud providers (including Amazon). A more recent cluster (iris) acquired on 2017 features up-to-date hardware (Infiniband EDR, broadwell and skylake processors) but is not part of reported study, which restrict to the time period 2007-2015. In all cases, the cumulative hardware investment has reached 6.34 M€ by the end of 2014 (7.38 M€ by 2015) and its evolution is depicted in the Figure 5.10.

The manpower is also a crucial piece of information often missing in many cost analysis. In the Table 5.7, these costs are highlighted in the case of our facility. They reflect a reality where despite all efforts, the local team managing the facility...
Table 5.7  UL HPC Manpower.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>PM effort</th>
<th>Total Annual Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€11,553.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>€32,118.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>€64,200.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>€60,450.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>€57,864.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>€87,379.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>€136,947.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>€194,280.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>€173,026.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>€254,619.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were outnumbered. While the TCO analysis proposed in this section relies on these numbers (more precisely, on the normalized prices for the year 2014), we estimate to 7.35 FTE (thus ≈ 88 PM) the ideal manpower that would be required to maintain the platform at its sizing in 2015, in the repartition reported in the Table 5.8.

Another crucial question when performing a TCO analysis is the hypothesis linked to the usage of the platform. In our case, we have the chance to ensure a consistent and precise monitoring of the HPC resource usage (CPU, memory etc.) with regards the submitted jobs. For instance, a typical usage of the *gaia* cluster resources is illustrated in the Figure 5.11. It permits to derive an accurate ratio in terms of *used resources* with regards to the available computing components.

![Figure 5.11: Example of used vs. available computing resources within the gaia cluster.](image)

From this information, the TCO of the local HPC facility can be estimated, more precisely for the two clusters *chaos* and *gaia*. These clusters being heterogeneous and composed of different node classes as reported in Table 5.9, the hourly cost of a node belonging to each node class is computed accordingly and reported. In all cases
for the calculation of the TCO, we take into account the amortized node purchase price, network and server equipment price, room equipment, manpower and energy (power and cooling) costs. Computing nodes are considered amortized on a four year basis, network equipment on eight years and server equipment on three years. Server rooms on their side are supposed to be amortized in 15 years. Unfortunately the only thing that could not be integrated into this TCO analysis is the building cost itself as the HPC center is hosted within a university which, as a research institutions, benefit from governmental funding for its buildings. For obvious privacy reasons, the detailed buying price of the machines cannot be disclosed. Yet the final amortized node hourly costs are reported in the last column of the Table 5.9. To facilitate the comparison with Amazon EC2 instances prices, this TCO is reported in US Dollar rather than in Euro.

**Amazon EC2 Instances for HPC and equivalent cost models**

Since its launch in 2006 with the `m1.small` instance, Amazon has largely expanded the variety of instances and features it provides through its EC2 offer. They are now proposed in several families, each corresponding to a different computing need. Along the years and at new instance type releases, Amazon decreased the prices of the already existing ones.

To ensure backward compatibility, most older instances are still distributed, however they do not provide a good price/performance ratio anymore regarding the most recent ones.

Table 5.10 presents all the available instance types and their release dates as of early 2018 (except for the `cc1.4xlarge` which is not available anymore). An instance type e.g. `m1` or `c1` belongs to an instance family, e.g. *General Purpose* or *Compute Optimized*. For each instance type, there exist one or several models available that are not presented in this table. Instance models are described by an extension of the instance type (e.g. `m1.small`), possible values are: micro, small, medium, large, xlarge, 2xlarge, 4xlarge, 8xlarge. A given instance model corresponds to a particular performance of the instance in terms of vCPU, Memory, Storage, Network or such other performance characteristics.

To summarize, the cloud characteristics (which are also valid for EC2) that may impact HPC applications are the following:

1. Clouds are run in virtualized environments. Although the virtualization overhead is not so important for CPU bound applications, the virtualized networking is still an important drawback for applications that need communications (i.e a large part of HPC applications). Even though the networking uses virtualization improvements such as *SRIOV*, there exists a performance drop for inter-node communications.

2. There is generally no high performance network such as Infiniband yet available. This is still a problem for many applications whose performance is highly linked with the network performance.

3. Cloud by default uses multi-tenancy. This is a real problem as it does not ensure a reliable and stable behavior for applications. In particular, I/O operations in
multi-tenancy platforms can face high I/O jitter. However EC2 also provides a charged Dedicated Instances service to ensure the user will have the exclusive access to the nodes reserved.

4. Spatial and link proximity of the reserved VM is not guaranteed by default. Because of this intrinsic characteristic, inter-node bandwidth and latency can vary a lot. As for multi-tenancy, EC2 also provides for some instances the placement group feature, a logical grouping of instances within the same Availability Zone (isolated location within the same region) ensuring a low-latency, 10 Gb network between the nodes.

If we now aim at the execution of an HPC workload, one of the key constraint to address is the need of a reliable and efficient underlying network. Not all EC2 instances offer such a guarantee, however there exists a mechanism called placement group available for some of them and that allows the user to group a set of instances in the same cluster. This is an important requirement for HPC applications that use several nodes. Here we consider that most classical HPC applications fall into that category and thus need to be placed within the same cluster.

It is also important to say on an HPC point of view that the nodes that host the EC2 instances have HyperThreading activated, thus each vCPU on an instance is actually a HyperThread. In all cases, Amazon’s EC2 provides several mechanisms to target High Performance on its cloud instances.

1. Enhanced Networking with SRIOV. This hardware feature, proposed on the most efficient instances, provides higher network performance for the VM: higher bandwidth and lower network latency and jitter. The instances were this feature is available are c3, c4, r3, i2 and d2. Unfortunately GPU instances do not provide the Enhanced Networking feature but we have to consider them anyway for an HPC environment.

2. Placement Groups (or cluster networking). This feature provides high bandwidth performance with a full bisection Ethernet network.

3. Dedicated Instances. By default on EC2, cloud instances are multi-tenant VM hosted on the same physical node. By opting for the dedicated instance option (paying) at launch time, the instance will have exclusive access to the underlying physical machine.

4. EBS-Optimized. EBS is Amazon’s persistent storage for EC2 instances (as opposed to instances local storage which is destroyed after the instance termination). It can be purchased with a provisioned IO option to increase and guarantee data transfer rates. EBS volumes have a maximum throughput of 128 MiB/s that can be attained only with instances proposing the EBS-optimized option.

5. One of the latest instance type released by Amazon at this time, the c4 and c5 instances, proposes EBS storage with no additional costs but does not provide local storage.

In practice, EC2 instance performances are provided in ECU. This metric represents the relative measure of the integer processing power of a given instance. Amazon does not give precisely how they measure ECU, the only information available is that one ECU is equivalent to one Intel Xeon core running at 1.0-1.2 GHz. It is also
clearly stated by Amazon that this metric might be revised in the future by adding or substituting measures that go into the definition of an ECU. According to Amazon, the goal of providing instance performance as ECU is to make it easier to compare CPU capacity between different instance types and thus to "provide a consistent amount of CPU capacity no matter what the actual underlying hardware". Although the claim of using several benchmarks and tests to manage the consistency and predictability of the performance from an EC2 Compute Unit, it seems that this information might be sometimes misleading. In [320], the authors showed that for several instance types the performance measured experimentally was unreliable, unpredictable and not reflecting the ECU provided by EC2. This was due to the fact that the instances that were tested in this study were running indifferently on several types of CPU and it seems that for instances whose CPU model is described as being a Xeon Family, there is no guarantee of the actual CPU model on which the instance will be ran.

In another study driven by Iosup et al. in [321], the authors experimentally compared the actual GFLOPS regarding the announced ECU for m1 and c1 instances and observed a real performance comprised between 39 to 44% of the advertised performance for m1 instances and most of c1 instances with an exception of 58.6% for the c1.xlarge instance. It follows that as ECU is a non standard way to measure a processor performance and it actually makes it difficult to fairly compare the computing performance of an EC2 instance with an HPC node. Moreover, as this metric is not provided with a strict definition and as it was observed performance mismatch between the announced ECU and actual performance we need another metric such as FLOPS which is the traditionally used theoretical processor computing performance metric. As according to its definition, an ECU is equal to one Xeon core at 1.0-1.2 GHz, the ECU should reflect the processor FLOPS value.

In [315], the authors offered an accurate linear model exhibiting the relationship between ECU and GFLOPS. Based on multiple linear regression, an automated step-wise selection was first performed. Then, from the meaningful parameters detected, a manual assessment of the ones that are the most representative in the model via $R^2$ shrinkage is executed. Among many parameters evaluated, we established that the significant ones are: Processor speed (GFLOPS), Memory size (GB), Disk Size (GB) and number of GPU cores. It follows that the new price model for EC2 instances prices can be described through the following equation:

$$\text{Instance\_Price} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\alpha \times \text{GFLOPS} \\
+ \beta \times \text{Memory\_GB} \\
+ \gamma \times \text{Disk\_GB} \\
+ \delta \times \text{Nb\_GPUs}
\end{array} \right.$$ 

It appears that instances that were released in the same time period could be grouped in the same price model without changing significantly the fitting – this assessment would probably need to be checked against recent instances (i.e. after 2016). Table 5.11 provides the parameters for the refined On Demand pricing models obtained for five successive generations (i.e. release period) of Amazon instances.

These five models have been evaluated individually, leading to very low error rates, or even perfect linear fitting [315].
From this price model, it is possible to provide accurate EC2 equivalent prices for a given class of node within a local HPC facility. This means that even though not all the cluster computing nodes have a perfect cloud instance match, we are still able to determine what would be its equivalent price on EC2 if that matching instance was available. This information is later used to assess the interest of operating a given node class regarding renting an On Demand instance with the same performance on the cloud. Such an estimation is proposed in Figure 5.12 which presents the ratio, for each node class in the cluster, of the **EC2 Equivalent Price** based on the closest possible existing EC2 instance, versus the operating cost of the considered node as evaluated previously (see Table 5.9). It can be observed that for a few node classes, the ratio is close to 1, meaning that operating in-house these HPC nodes costs about the same price as renting the corresponding instance on Amazon. Thus it may be interesting to rent these kind of resources instead of operating them locally. However for all the other ones, renting cloud instances is simply too costly. Let’s also remind that the operating cost provided in Table 5.9 represents the maximum cost scenario where the HPC infrastructure is used at 100%. For a lower utilization of the cluster, this operating cost will be decreased due to lower energy usage (see also the section 5.4.2).

Finally, the pricing model can be extended as the above comparison is based on "On Demand" instance prices. In this purchase model, the customer pays a fixed rate by the hour with no commitment. In this scenario, the acquisition of an in-house HPC facility is probably a more cost-effective solution. However, cloud provider such as Amazon proposes cheaper options for the instance prices, in particular through **Reserved** instances which offer capacity reservation and a significant discount on the hourly charge of a given instance. There are three payment options in this case: (1) **No Upfront**: this option provides access to a Reserved Instance without
requiring an upfront payment, (2) Partial Upfront: this option requires a part of the Reserved Instance to be paid upfront and the remaining hours in the term are billed at a discounted hourly rate, regardless of usage. (3) All Upfront: a full payment is made at the start of the term, with no other costs incurred for the remainder of the term regardless of the number of hours used.

It permits to investigate how these instance prices impact the running costs on a yearly basis. For that purpose, all job requests scheduled on the UL HPC platform (as extracted from the logs of the batch scheduler) have been analyzed on a reference time period (the year 2014 in this case). The results are presented in the Figure 5.13. It may seem surprising at first that the cost of operating the cluster locally is 40% cheaper than renting on EC2 with the all upfront reserved mode and 2.5 times less expensive for on demand pricing. Actually, a large part of the workload from chaos and gaia use nodes with a low local operating cost compared to their EC2 relative price. This result particularly shows that the migration of HPC workloads to the cloud is not only a problem of adaptability of the cloud performance to HPC needs but also a problem of correctly determining which types of job are good candidates to be run on the cloud in order to prevent such cost overheads.

![Figure 5.13: Annual cost for year 2014 of UL workload if operated locally or rented on a cloud provider (Amazon EC2).](image)

### 5.4.2 Energy cost models for Clouds

Electricity lies among the costs incurred by a data center and this cost increases with the size of the data center. While it could be optimized with the help of users, they are often unaware of the actual energy consumption of their virtual resources. Indeed, the cost of renting a VM on a Cloud like EC2 (as presented on Table 5.10) depends mainly on the VM size and the resources’ usage within the VM does not influence its price. Energy cost models are needed to increase users’ energy-awareness and to provide an incentive towards a greener behavior.

The power consumption of a given device (computing, networking or storage) is divided into two parts: a static part that corresponds to its energy consumption
while being powered on but idle, and a dynamic part that changes with the workload. Servers are not yet power proportional: their static power consumption is high and the dynamic part does not depend linearly on the workload [322].

Figure 5.14 shows the power consumption of a synthetic workload running on a server (Nova node, detailed later in Table 5.12). The idle power consumption of this server is around 70 Watts.

![Figure 5.14: Power consumption of a server running a synthetic workload](image)

Furthermore, devices are heterogeneous within the same data center as detailed for servers in Table 5.9. An energy cost model for VMs needs to consider both static and dynamic parts in order to discourage resource overprovisioning (costly due to the non-proportionality) and to promote dynamic energy-efficient techniques (such as Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling) respectively.

In addition to the electricity consumed by ICT resources, data centers contain other devices consuming electricity for a proper functioning of the infrastructure: cooling systems, power delivery components and other miscellaneous elements such as the lighting. The deployment of VMs indirectly causes this additional consumption. Consequently, it should be included in the VM energy cost model.

Finally, when requesting VMs, users receive access to virtualized resources. Concretely, it implies that users may share physical resources and as previously explained, this sharing, combined with the virtualization layer may induce performance degradation and an increased energy consumption. A fair accounting is needed to attribute each Watt consumed by the data center to a user, including the Watts that cannot be measured by a software wattmeter that would monitor the VM (i.e. the indirect costs).

In order to be fair among users, an energy cost model for VMs needs to consider:

- the size of the VM to account for the booking of hardware resources
- the heterogeneity of servers, but the cost for a given VM should be independent from its physical allocation on a server (as users do not decide this allocation)
- the network and storage devices
- the non-IT equipment of the data center that consumes electricity (including cooling devices)
An energy-propotional model is proposed in [317]. This model is named EPAVE: Energy-Propotional Accounting in VM-based Environments. It consists in a power-aware attribution model for VMs taking into account the overall consumption of the data center and considering the heterogeneity of servers and VMs. To account for non-IT equipment, it uses the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), a widespread metric for measuring the infrastructure’s energy efficiency for data centers. The PUE is given by the ratio between the overall data center power consumption over the power consumption of IT equipment (i.e. network devices, compute and nodes). The closer it is to 1, the more efficient is the data center infrastructure. It highlights the consumption impact of cooling system, Power Distribution Units and other non-IT systems.

EPAVE comprises two parts: a static and a dynamic part. The static part deals with the idle consumption of servers hosting VMs, the power consumption of other IT equipment (including storage nodes and network devices) and the PUE.

We consider the Lyon site of Grid’5000 [319] as a use case to compute the energy cost given by EPAVE. Table 5.12 details its servers’ characteristics: it consists of three clusters including 23 Nova nodes, 16 Taurus nodes and 79 Sagittaire nodes. Based on their idle power consumption and their number of cores, we can compute the static part of EPAVE, which consists in the average static power consumption per core in the data center. The dynamic part is computed by using the maximal power consumption of each server.

Figure 5.15 presents the energy cost provided by EPAVE only for the server part depending on the size of the considered VM (from 1 to 8 virtual CPUs) using the server configurations presented in Table 5.12. It also displays the actual power consumption of each type of servers. We can observe that the server heterogeneity, and especially Sagittaire servers that are numerous, old and inefficient, causes a consequent increase in the static energy cost.

Figure 5.15: EPAVE cost model for servers only based on the Grid’5000 Lyon site

We consider that the electricity cost is around $0.2 per kWh in France from [323] and we use a PUE of 1.53 for the data center (PUE measured on Rennes site of
Grid’5000 [324]). The full static costs (with PUE, network and storage devices) are fairly distributed among the cores of the data center. It means that the energy cost determined by EPAVE for a VM with 1 vCPU hosted in this infrastructure is $0.02 per hour, so around $175 annually. This amount is similar to what can be found in [316].

If we consider the first node listed in Table 5.9, it is estimated to have an evaluated hourly TCO of $0.386 for 12 cores. In terms of performances, this node is really close to the Taurus nodes considered in our platform (Table 5.12). It means that if we consider this node to belong to our data center, its induced electricity cost (according to EPAVE) would represent around 60% of its overall TCO cost.

While this model can be an incentive for users to consume less energy, it does not take into account the electricity source. Most renewable energy sources (e.g. sun and wind) are intermittent and variable by nature. For favoring renewable energy sources, instead of computing a financial cost, we propose a CO2-related cost [318].

This CO2 emissions accounting framework gives flexibility to the Cloud providers, predictability to the users and allocates all the carbon costs to the users [318]. Similarly to EPAVE, it considers the indirect costs induced by the user’s utilization, like for instance, the consumption of the data center air conditioning system. These indirect costs are fairly split among users over long time periods in order to ensure their predictability: they are provided to the users upon submission of their VMs requests. Finally, the electricity consumption is translated into CO2 emissions based on the provided electricity mix.

![Figure 5.16: Example over a day of the energy mix in France provided by RTE [4]](image)
For the CO2 computation, we rely on data provided by RTE, the French transmission system operator about the energy mix for France [4]. An example is provided on Figure 5.16 for one day (Friday 25th of May 2018). Current production status is updated every 15 minutes. RTE also provides the CO2 emissions per kWh of electricity generated in France per day. On this day, it represents on average 26 g/kWh. This figure is low due to high dependence of the French electricity mix on nuclear power.

It means that for our 1 vCPU VM, it represents approximately 2.5 g of CO2 generated per hour only for the utilization of this VM. This cost does not include the CO2 emissions due to the manufacturing of data center devices.

In this section, we have pictured an overview of two energy costs models for VMs: EPAVE, which provides an energy-proportional accounting in data centers [317], and a CO2 emissions accounting framework [318]. Both aim at fairly distributing all energy costs to the users, including indirect costs like the electricity consumption of cooling systems. They allow transparent, reproducible and predictive cost calculation for users and providers. The two models indicates that electricity costs are of uttermost importance when considering TCO of a data center.

5.4.3 Conclusion

There are two realistic scenarios today to access HPC capacities beyond what is available from the desktop systems. One option is to acquire and operate an HPC system, the other option relies on the Cloud Computing paradigm, and more particularly of the IaaS model which is best suited for HPC workload. In this context, we have proposed a Total Cost of Ownership analysis for a medium-size academic HPC facility and we compare it to the Amazon EC2 cost model.

The costs of current data centers are mostly driven by their energy consumption specifically by the air conditioning, computing and networking infrastructure. Yet, current cost models are usually static and rarely consider the facilities’ energy consumption per user. Current pay-as-you-go models of Cloud providers allow users to easily know how much their computing will cost. However, this model is not fully transparent as to where the costs come from (e.g., energy). In this section, we have explored two full-cost models for estimating the energy consumption and the CO2 emissions of virtual machines hosted in data centers.

5.5 Heterogeneous computation of matrix products

Matrix multiplication is one of the most essential computational kernels used in the core of scientific applications. An application is, for instance, the calculus of matrix polynomials. Matrix polynomials are used, e.g. for the computation of functions of matrices such as the exponential of a matrix by the Taylor method [325]. Matrix functions appear in the solution of many engineering and physics phenomena, which are governed by systems of linear first-order ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients [326], control theory [327], or theory of multimode electric power lines [328]. Some other engineering processes are described by second order
differential equations, whose exact solution is given in terms of the trigonometric matrix function sine and cosine [329, 330], for which efficient solutions have been proposed in [331] and [332].

Matrix multiplications has been highly studied in the past in order to improve the efficiency of its computation in both sequential and parallel computer architectures. This operation has also received full attention in parallel heterogeneous environments. Some proposals use one of more GPUs in a node to improve the execution of matrix multiplications in order to accelerate applications like, for instance, the computation of the cosine of a matrix [333, 334]. Many contributions that try to use all the devices of a heterogeneous environment basically propose irregular partitions of the factor matrices that can efficiently be mapped on the computing resources; see for instance [335, 20, 336]. However, it is difficult to find actual implementations of the matrix multiplication on heterogeneous nodes that feature very different devices. The MAGMA project, for instance, aims to develop a dense linear algebra library similar to LAPACK but for heterogeneous/hybrid architectures; it is one of the most active projects that implement BLAS routines for nodes featuring accelerators [337]. Currently, MAGMA implements a version for NVIDIA GPUs in which the matrix multiplication is carried out only by the GPUs, i.e. the CPU does not intervene. The MAGMA project also provides with a version, MAGMA MIC, which provides hybrid algorithms that involve the host CPU and one or more Intel Xeon Phi processors. However, this project does not use both NVIDIA GPUs and MICs processor all together in the same host. Authors of [338] propose a programming model for heterogeneous computers featuring CPU, a GPU and a Xeon Phi with the aim to incorporate it to MAGMA library. However, they have not shown its proposal with matrix multiplication.

The work presented here is an experimental study of performance in execution time and energy consumption of matrix multiplications on a heterogeneous server. The server features three different devices: a multicore CPU, an NVIDIA Tesla GPU, and an Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. Our implementation is based on a simple implementation using OpenMP sections. We have also devised a functional model for the execution time and energy consumption that allows to predict the best percentage of workload to be mapped on each device.

The rest of the section is structured as follows. Section 5.5.1 shows the application implemented to carry out a square matrix multiplication on these three different devices. The following section shows experimental results both in time and energy consumption of our application. The section finishes with some conclusions.

5.5.1 A Hybrid Matrix Multiplication Application
In order to solve efficiently problems that intensively use matrix multiplications on a heterogeneous server, we propose an implementation for a matrix multiplication application and present an experimental study of its performance in both execution time and energy consumption.

5.5.1.1 The Hardware and Software Used
The heterogeneous server we have been working with features the following devices:
Figure 5.17: Execution time for a square matrix multiplication in one core using different libraries.

- **CPU**: Two sockets with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2670 v3 at 2.30 GHz each. This processor has 12 cores so the server contains a total of 24 threads. The main memory of the host is 64 GB.
- **GPU**: NVIDIA Tesla K40c with 2880 cores and 12 GB of device memory.
- **PHI**: An Intel Xeon Phi 3120A coprocessor with 57 processors (228 cores) and 6 GB of device memory.

Although the term "device" is usually assigned to accelerators only, i.e. GPU and PHI, in the next and for the sake of simplicity, we will use it to denote the three of them.

On the software side, we have within reach different implementations of BLAS [339] to perform the matrix multiplication:

**MKL**: Intel Math Kernel Library is an optimized implementation of linear algebra routines contained in BLAS and LAPACK, and other mathematical functions like the FFT. This library is available for multicore x86 processors, and also for the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor [340]. There exist "threaded" routines, e.g. the matrix multiplication routine GEMM, for both devices.

**OpenBLAS**: OpenBLAS is an optimized BLAS library based on GotoBLAS2 1.13 BSD version [341]. Used in the CPU.

**BLIS**: This library is self-described as "a portable software framework for instantiating high-performance BLAS-like dense linear algebra libraries". In addition the "framework was designed to isolate essential kernels of computation that, when optimized, immediately enable optimized implementations of most of its commonly used and computationally intensive operations" [342]. It has been used in the CPU.

**CUBLAS**: BLAS implementation for NVIDIA GPUs [343].

We performed a simple experimental analysis of the speed of the matrix multiplication (GEMM) in the CPU (Figure 5.17). For this test we used the maximum
available CPU cores, i.e. 24. (We ignored the fact that Hyper-Threading (HT) can be enabled to give a total of 48 logical processors. We observed that using just one thread per core is enough to fully exploit the execution resources of the core and not increase in performance can be achieve by activating HT.) It must be said that the performance of BLIS could be probably better by selecting the best parallel configuration. Contrary to the other two packages, BLIS is tuned by setting the value of up to four environment variables. That value corresponds to the number of threads that will be used to parallelize a given loop among the five nested loops in which the matrix multiplication is implemented in order to exploit the hierarchical set of intermediate memories of the most current architectures. In this test, only the outer loop was parallelized. A more suitable combination of values are likely to produce a better performance of BLIS, however, we decided not to test the large set of different combinations with the idea that barely the performance would outperform MKL in this machine. Consequently, we consider the performance of Intel MKL to be the best and, therefore, it is the only library used on the CPU side.

5.5.1.2 Implementation option

To proceed towards a heterogeneous matrix product, we started by implementing an application that partitions the problem into three concurrent pieces so that the three devices can cooperate in the solution. There exist different options to implement such an application. However, all the options can be gathered into two main classes standing for the use of light processes (threads), or heavy processes. The last option can be implemented e.g. by using MPI \[344\]. Here, we decided to use a simple approach based on threads, which are spawned by means of OpenMP subsections.

The application has been implemented with OpenMP subsections, so that each device code is included in a given subsection (Listing 5.1). The code for the Intel Xeon Phi, in lines 31–32, is implemented in a different source file (Listing 5.2) and compiled separately. This is because it is necessary to compile this code with the Intel C compiler (icc). For the compilation of the rest of the C code of the application we used the GNU compiler (gcc) since there exists incompatibility between the available versions for the NVIDIA compiler (nvcc, version 7.5) and for the Intel compiler (icc, version 16.0).

The basics of the heterogeneous multiplication are easy. To perform the multiplication $C = AB$, matrix $A$ is completely broadcast to the two accelerators from the Host computer. Matrix $B$, however, is partitioned into three blocks of consecutive columns. The second block is uploaded to the GPU, the third one is uploaded to the PHI, and the first one remains into the host memory. The amount of columns of each block is denoted in Listing 5.1 by the values of variables $gpu_n$, $phi_n$, and $cpu_n$ for the GPU, the PHI, and the CPU, respectively. Currently, the application receives these values as arguments by command line, in particular, the user sets the percentages for the GPU and for the PHI in the range $[0, 1]$, the rest is computed by the CPU. Upon termination of the execution, the resulting matrix $C$ appears partitioned and distributed among the three devices. We include in the application, and in the time measurement, the operation of gathering the result in the memory location allocated into the host to store the resulting matrix.
Listing 5.1: Code for the heterogeneous matrix multiplication.

```c
int gpu_n = (int) (gpu_weight * n);
int phi_n = (int) (phi_weight * n);
int cpu_n = n - gpu_n - phi_n;
#pragma omp parallel sections num_threads(3)
{
#pragma omp section
{ // GPU
  if (gpu_n) {
    cublasHandle_t handle;
    CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL(cublasCreate(&handle));
    double *gpu_A, *gpu_B, *gpu_C;
    CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaMalloc((void**) &gpu_A, n*n*sizeof(double)));
    CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaMalloc((void**) &gpu_B, n*gpu_n*sizeof(double)));
    CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaMalloc((void**) &gpu_C, n*gpu_n*sizeof(double)));
    CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL(cublasSetMatrix(n, n, sizeof(double), A, n, gpu_A, n));
    CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL(cublasSetMatrix(n, gpu_n, sizeof(double), &B[n*(cpu_n+gpu_n)], n, gpu_B, n));
    CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL(cublasDgemm(handle, CUBLAS_OP_N, CUBLAS_OP_N, n, gpu_n, n, &alpha, gpu_A, n, gpu_B, n, &beta, gpu_C, n));
    CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL(cublasGetMatrix(n, gpu_n, sizeof(double), gpu_C, n, &C[n*(cpu_n+gpu_n)], n));
    CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaFree(gpu_A));
    CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaFree(gpu_B));
    CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaFree(gpu_C));
    CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL(cublasDestroy(handle));
  }
}
#pragma omp section
{ // PHI
  if (phi_n) {
    gemmPHI(n, phi_n, n, alpha, A, n, beta, &B[n*(cpu_n+gpu_n)], n, &C[n*(cpu_n+gpu_n)], n);
  }
}
#pragma omp section
{ // CPU
  if (cpu_n) {
    dgemm(&transa, &transb, &n, &cpu_n, &n, &alpha, A, &n, B, &n, &beta, C, &n);
  }
}
```

The code for the execution in the GPU is quite regular (Lines 7–27). It includes creation of the CUBLAS context, allocating memory for the three matrix factors, uploading matrices, executing the matrix product, downloading the result, and freeing the resources involved in the computation.

For the Xeon Phi, we used the "offload mode" of computation, that is, data is explicitly uploaded to the device and the operation is also explicitly executed there. Thus, the programmer have control of what exactly is executing the coprocessor. Arguments in, out, and inout specify clearly the direction of variables characterized...
Listing 5.2: Code for the heterogeneous matrix multiplication in the Xeon Phi (offload mode).

```c
void gemmPHI( int m, int n, int o, double alpha, double *A, int lda, 
    double beta, double *B, int ldb, double *C, int ldc ) { 
    #pragma offload target (mic) in (m,n,o, alpha , beta , lda , ldb , ldc ) \ 
    in (A: length (m*o)) in( B:length(o*n)) inout( C:length( m*n)) 
    { 
        cblas_dgemm ( CblasColMajor , CblasNoTrans , CblasNoTrans , m, n , o , 
                        alpha , A , lda , B , ldb , beta , C , ldc );
    }
}
```

by those words. The operation is actually performed by calling to the BLAS matrix multiplication routine using the MKL version.

Finally, the code executed by the CPU only includes a call to the `gemm` routine (lines 38–39) for the matrix computation using MKL as well. We used the fortran interface instead of the C one used for the PHI for no specific reason but the application is oblivious of this.

Attention must be paid to the way in which the application is executed in our heterogeneous server. As it has been implemented, only three OpenMP threads are created so that each one will execute a different subsection. There will be, thus, one thread bound to each accelerator for data transference and control purposes. For the CPU case, however, the execution of the MKL routine will use only one thread. To use more threads (cores) collaborating in the matrix multiplication on the CPU side, the "nested parallelism" ability must be explicitly set. In addition, there are more environment variables that control the behavior of the application (Table 5.13).

This is an example of execution:

```
shell_$ MKL_NUM_THREADS=22 OMP_NESTED=TRUE MKL_DYNAMIC=FALSE 
MKL_MIC_ENABLE=0 MIC_ENV_PREFIX=MIC 
MIC_KMP_AFFINITY=balanced,granularity=fine 
MIC_OMP_NUM_THREADS=228 MIC_USE_2MB_BUFFERS=64K 
numactl --physcpubind=+0-11,12-23 program 10000 0.48 .15
```

The example executes the program `program` which generates two random matrices of order \( n = 10000 \). The GPU performs 48% of the computation, 15% is carried out by the PHI, and the rest, 37%, is computed by the CPU.

It should also be noted that the server has the hyperthreading enabled, but we decided not to use all the 48 threads and always use 24 as a maximum number of threads instead. For instance, when operating with the three devices, two threads are bound to one accelerator each, leaving the other 22 for the execution of the matrix multiplication in the CPU.

In addition, we have always used core affinity. This is to prevent threads from leaping amongst the cores at runtime, so as to reduce the variability of the execution times and also to improve the performance of all the devices attached to the host. Concretely speaking, we use the tool `numactl` to bind threads to cores.

The following is an example of the output of the application:
for a random matrix of size \( n = 10000 \). The weight used for each device in this example results in a workload rather well balanced.

5.5.1.3 Energy consumption

We are also interested in evaluating the energy consumption of the devices participating in the matrix multiplication with the aim at, first, understanding the power trace of each device and, second, exploring a workload distribution which can result in energy savings.

For the energy measurement, we have used a tool called powerrun [345]. This tool is a wrapper to other tools for measuring the power draw of the CPU (uses PAPI and Intel PCM), of the GPU (uses NVML [346]), and of the PHI (uses Intel’s MPSS [347]). The tool gathers the power samples of all the devices under operation and dumps a power trace to a file to compute the energy consumed during the execution time. This tool provides a library to instrument the code under test with simple calls that frame the part of the code to be measured.

![Energy consumption graphs](image)

Figure 5.18: Energy consumption when executing a matrix multiplication in the (a) CPU, (b) GPU, or (c) PHI while the other two devices remain idle.

We provide here three tests that show the energy consumption (in joules) of the three devices, respectively. In each test, the three devices are operating concurrently. Only one of them is working on a matrix multiplication while the other two remain idle. The test samples the energy of the three devices.
Energy Aware Systems

Figure 5.18 (a) shows the energy consumed by the system when only the CPU is "working" and is rather easy to interpret. The CPU is the most consuming device since it is the only one that performs useful work, while the other two consume the energy in idle state. It is also quite clear the difference in energy consumption when idle between the two accelerators, being very low in the case of the NVIDIA GPU compared with the Intel Xeon Phi.

Figure 5.18 (b) shows the energy consumption when the GPU is the only device operating on a matrix multiplication. Note that one of the cores of the CPU is also working since it is in charge of sending the two matrices to be multiplied and receiving the resulting one. The consumption of the Intel Xeon Phi is very large in idle state when compared with the CPU.

As expected, the consumption of the Intel Xeon Phi is quite large when executing the matrix multiplication (Figure 5.18 (c)). Also in this case one of the cores of the CPU is working to feed the coprocessor with the two factor matrices and to receive the solution matrix.

5.5.2 Experimental Results of the Matrix Multiplication Application

Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 show the execution time in seconds spent by the application to perform a matrix multiplication of two square matrices of sizes $n = 8000$ and $n = 14000$, respectively. The two graphics show times for different weight combinations. The percentage of computation carried out by the GPU is shown on the $y$-axis, while the work done by the PHI is shown on the $x$-axis. These two values are selected by the user. The rest of the computation is performed by the CPU. The figure shows less execution times (clearer cells) within the region between $\approx 25\%$ and $\approx 50\%$ for the GPU, and $\approx 20\%$ for the PHI in the case of the problem sizes selected. There exists more opportunity for the PHI to participate as long as the problem size increases.

Figure 5.19: Execution time in seconds for a matrix product of size $n = 8000$ varying the weight of workload on each device.

Figure 5.21 shows the percentages of the minimum values obtained for the problem sizes $n = 8000 \rightarrow 10000 \rightarrow 12000 \rightarrow 14000$, which are 0.72 sec., 1.30 sec., 2.08 sec., and 3.20 sec., respectively. For large problems both the CPU and the GPU
reduce their weight to make room for the PHI, which does not contribute to the task with any size smaller than \( n = 12000 \). We can approximate the weight of each device, i.e. \( w_{\text{cpu}} \), \( w_{\text{gpu}} \), and \( w_{\text{phi}} \)\(^{20}\), by the two linear functions shown in Table 5.14 for two intervals. By means of a larger experimental setup we could easily devise a functional model that allows to predict the best percentage of workload to be mapped on each device. However, we must take into account that there exist a problem size not very much smaller than \( n = 2000 \) for which it is not worthwhile to use the GPU. Also, for problem sizes \( n > 14000 \), the weight to be assigned to each device stabilizes around a fix value (\( w_{\text{phi}} \approx 15\% \) and \( w_{\text{phi}} \approx 55\% \)). However, as the problem size increases a little more, out-of-core algorithms are required and these functional models can significantly change.

Things are slightly different when we observe the total energy consumed by the matrix multiplication application. The minimum values of energy (in joules) are 379, 700, 1177, and 1783, for the problem sizes 8000, 10000, 12000, and 14000, respectively. Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 show, as an example, the energy consumption with problem sizes \( n = 8000 \) and \( n = 14000 \), respectively. The corresponding weights of \( w_{\text{gpu}} \) in which we can find these minimum values are 55\%, 60\%, 60\%, and 60\%, for each problem size, respectively, and 0\% for \( w_{\text{phi}} \). These numbers show that while Intel Xeon Phi can contribute a little to reduce the execution time, it can contribute nothing towards reducing the energy consumption in any case, as it was expected according to Figures 5.18 (a)–Figure 5.18 (c). The NVIDIA GPU is, currently, a more efficient device for HPC. In this particular server and for large problem sizes \( (n > 10000) \), the Intel Xeon Phi is used as a trade-off between execution time and total energy consumption.

We also figured out the dynamic energy of the application, i.e. the energy due to the execution of the application and that we obtain after taking away the energy consumed by each device in idle state. The results showed that we can find the minimum value for the dynamic energy for all problem sizes when none of the

20Note that the number of matrix columns assigned to a device \( d \) is \( n_d = n \cdot w_d \), where \( d = \text{cpu, gpu, phi} \).
Figure 5.21: Functional model in graphics for the execution time of the matrix multiplication.

Figure 5.22: Energy consumption in joules for a matrix product of size $n = 8000$ varying the weight of workload on each device.

accelerators are used. This is due, on one hand, to the high energy consumption of the PHI and, on the other hand, to that the NVIDIA GPUs has two different performance states (when idle) that are difficult to control and disturb the actual energy measurement when the device is idle.

5.5.3 Conclusions

This work has presented an application for matrix multiplications in a heterogeneous node composed by a multicore CPU and two very different accelerators. We have shown that it is not difficult to implement the application using OpenMP subsections. However, the incompatibility among compiler versions can make this task a bit cumbersome, and in addition, selecting the exact suitable value for the large number
of environment variables is an arduous task that highly affects the performance of the application.

We have reduced the study of our application to a particular case in which all matrices involved are square. This case is motivated by the existence of many applications that involve only square matrices like, e.g., the evaluation of matrix polynomials, which is the core operation to obtain matrix functions using the Taylor method. However, the study can be extended to rectangular matrices with little effort. We have developed a functional model for the runtime so that we can select the proper amount of work to do by each device. In our node, the K40 is the most speedy device, far more than the Xeon Phi, which only has opportunity to contribute to the computation on matrices larger than \( n = 10000 \). Furthermore, the Xeon Phi is currently the most expensive device in terms of energy consumption, and the K40 is the most energy efficient. Our study on the energy consumption resulted in a quite simple behaviour, i.e., the lowest total energy consumption is achieved when the GPU is used in a similar proportion as that selected to achieve the lowest execution time, provided the Xeon Phi is not used at all. It was impossible to obtain an accurate measure of dynamic energy due to specific behaviour of the GPU, which changes between two different performance states (when idle) in an unpredictable way. Finally, we proposed a heterogeneous matrix multiplication system to make easy the programmability of algorithms based on a heterogeneous matrix multiplication.

5.6 Summary

Energy is a challenge for very large scale systems. Thus, there are several challenges that arise for midterm research, and possible approaches to address the future research topics and challenges:

Ultra large scale profiling and monitoring for reporting energy usage: Possible approaches include lightweight monitoring approaches using hardware support, accurate models allowing energy estimation (as in the case of RAPL), big data / machine learning techniques to cope with data sizes and complexity.
**Multi-objective energy metrics:** Metrics relevant for ultrascale, for example power proportionality, scalability per J, trade-off with resilience, efficiency scalability, data movement efficiency on all levels.

**Models and simulation of energy consumption of UCS:** In general applying simulations to ultrascale systems will require simplified but accurate empirical modeling, stochastic approaches, and machine learning. Research may include machine learning approaches, such as decision trees, linear regression, regression trees and artificial neural network. Energy simulators should include models of energy consumption of heterogeneous hardware to simulate it in ultrascale. Such approaches will work with data collected in heterogeneous cloud infrastructure, running different types of hardware configurations (meaning different CPUs and different types of network hardware and topologies) and different types of virtualization technologies. Energy simulators should also model lightweight virtualization techniques.

**Energy efficient resource management and scheduling:** Possible approaches may include approximate algorithms taking into account risk of failures and assuming inaccuracy of information. They could use stochastic and machine learning methods for management. On single resources level today technology allows the logic isolation of jobs at a still significant performance costs. Therefore, low cost context switch and low cost process reallocation are features that need to be improved in order to achieve effective resource sharing policies. For virtualized infrastructures the workload dynamic consolidation techniques should take advantage of very lightweight virtualization techniques and attempt to allocate large numbers of virtualized tasks in such a way to efficiently use the shared (possibly heterogeneous) resources. Additionally, adjusting execution to energy demand response and local renewables characteristics can help to significantly reduce energy costs and carbon footprint of ultrascale systems.

**Energy efficient algorithms and eco-design of applications:** Applications should be automatically analyzed and represented as a graph where nodes represent tasks that can be compiled and run in any of the computing elements of the system. Many bibliography addresses the scheduling of such kind of graphs but it is still a challenge to automatically generate quality graphs from application’s code, especially with a focus on maximizing energy efficiency.

To face those challenges, we will need the adoption of intelligent methods for modeling and improving energy efficiency, to increase awareness and focus on energy efficiency in all UCS areas, and to design software taking the advantage of heterogeneous hardware and infrastructure.
Table 5.8  Ideal Manpower repartition to operate a medium-size HPC facility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMP Services</th>
<th>1 FTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Systems</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compilers</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS Applications</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Source Applications</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Management</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAN Storage and Parallel File System</th>
<th>1 FTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software (GPFS,Lustre,OneFS...)</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation and Provisioning</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Planning</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parallel Cluster</th>
<th>1.6 FTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Systems</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compilers</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS Applications</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Source Applications</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Management</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queueing systems</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Cluster Network</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>1 FTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Installation and Configuration</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning and Optimization</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backups and DR</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Design</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Administration</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Services</th>
<th>40% FTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Systems</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Server</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server-based security</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backup / Recovery</th>
<th>35% FTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server Admin</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Admin</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Planning</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientific Programming</th>
<th>2 FTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging/Testing</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profiling/Optimization</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 5.9  
**chaos and gaia Computing Nodes Characteristics (as of 2015) and Estimated TCO evaluation per computing node.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>CPUs/GPU</th>
<th>Memory [GB]</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>CPU Family</th>
<th>GFLOPS</th>
<th>Hourly Cost ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHAOS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d-cluster1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>westmere (2.26 GHz)</td>
<td>108.48</td>
<td>0.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-cluster1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>sandybridge (2.20 GHz)</td>
<td>281.60</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h-cluster1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>westmere (2.26 GHz)</td>
<td>108.48</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r-cluster1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>nehalem (2.26 GHz)</td>
<td>289.28</td>
<td>1.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-cluster1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>sandybridge (2.20 GHz)</td>
<td>281.60</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaia-[1-60]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>westmere (2.26 GHz)</td>
<td>108.48</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaia-[123-154]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>westmere (3.07 GHz)</td>
<td>147.36</td>
<td>0.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaia-[61-62]</td>
<td>12/1792</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>westmere (2.26 GHz)</td>
<td>108.48</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaia-[63-72]</td>
<td>12/10240</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>westmere (2.26 GHz)</td>
<td>108.48</td>
<td>0.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaia-[75-79]</td>
<td>16/12480</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>sandybridge (2.20 GHz)</td>
<td>281.60</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaia-[83-122]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>sandybridge (2.93 GHz)</td>
<td>140.64</td>
<td>0.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaia-73</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sandybridge (2.00 GHz)</td>
<td>2500.00</td>
<td>2.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaia-74</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sandybridge (2.40 GHz)</td>
<td>614.40</td>
<td>1.463</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.10  
**EC2 Instance Types – Grouped by Family.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance Family</th>
<th>Instance Type</th>
<th>Processor Microarchitecture</th>
<th>Introduction Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Purpose</td>
<td>m1</td>
<td>Xeon Family</td>
<td>2006-08-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m3</td>
<td>Ivy Bridge-EP</td>
<td>2012-10-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t2</td>
<td>Xeon Family</td>
<td>2014-07-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m4</td>
<td>Haswell-EP</td>
<td>2015-06-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m5</td>
<td>Skylake</td>
<td>2017-11-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Optimized</td>
<td>m2</td>
<td>Xeon Family</td>
<td>2010-02-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cr1</td>
<td>Sandy Bridge-EP</td>
<td>2013-01-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r3</td>
<td>Ivy Bridge-EP</td>
<td>2014-04-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r4</td>
<td>Broadwell</td>
<td>2016-11-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute Optimized</td>
<td>c1</td>
<td>Xeon Family</td>
<td>2008-08-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc1</td>
<td>Nehalem-EP</td>
<td>2010-07-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc2</td>
<td>Sandy Bridge-EP</td>
<td>2011-11-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>Ivy Bridge-EP</td>
<td>2013-11-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c4</td>
<td>Haswell-EP</td>
<td>2014-11-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c5</td>
<td>Skylake</td>
<td>2017-11-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Optimized</td>
<td>hi1</td>
<td>Xeon Family</td>
<td>2012-07-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hs1</td>
<td>Sandy Bridge-EP</td>
<td>2012-12-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i2</td>
<td>Ivy Bridge-EP</td>
<td>2013-12-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i3</td>
<td>Broadwell</td>
<td>2017-02-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense Storage</td>
<td>d2</td>
<td>Haswell-EP</td>
<td>2015-03-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>cg1</td>
<td>Nehalem-EP</td>
<td>2010-11-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g2</td>
<td>Sandy Bridge-EP</td>
<td>2013-11-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g3</td>
<td>Broadwell</td>
<td>2017-07-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>t1</td>
<td>Xeon Family</td>
<td>2009-10-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t2</td>
<td>Haswell</td>
<td>2014-07-01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.11 Coefficients of the New EC2 Price Model for On Demand Instances, with Fitting Performance Evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>GFLOPS ((a))</th>
<th>MemGiB ((b))</th>
<th>DiskGiB ((\gamma))</th>
<th>GPUs ((\delta))</th>
<th>Adj. (R^2)</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1\textsuperscript{st} (m1, c1, m2, cg1)</td>
<td>0.0039522</td>
<td>0.0061130</td>
<td>0.0000670</td>
<td>0.0015395</td>
<td>0.9999909</td>
<td>0e+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2\textsuperscript{nd} (cc2, m3, hi1)</td>
<td>-0.0035266</td>
<td>0.0355353</td>
<td>0.0007284</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.9999785</td>
<td>1e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3\textsuperscript{rd} (hs1, cr1, g2, c3)</td>
<td>0.0017209</td>
<td>0.0106101</td>
<td>0.0000655</td>
<td>0.0001644</td>
<td>1.0000000</td>
<td>0e+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4\textsuperscript{th} (i2, r3, c4)</td>
<td>0.0009952</td>
<td>0.0081883</td>
<td>0.0007605</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.9998832</td>
<td>0e+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5\textsuperscript{th} (m4, d2)</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>0.0173750</td>
<td>0.0000342</td>
<td>0.0000000</td>
<td>1.0000000</td>
<td>0e+00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12 Servers characteristics of the Grid’5000 Lyon site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>RAM (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nova: Dell PowerEdge R430</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2620 (2.1GHz)</td>
<td>2x8</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus: Dell PowerEdge R720</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2630 (2.3GHz)</td>
<td>2x6</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagittaire: Sun Fire V20z</td>
<td>AMD Opteron 250 (2.4GHz)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.13 Meaning of shell variables used to execute the heterogeneous matrix multiplication application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OMP_NESTED:</td>
<td>Set to TRUE to ensure that MKL uses more than one thread when called inside an OpenMP subsection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKL_NUM_THREADS:</td>
<td>Number of threads used by MKL (CPU).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKL_DYNAMIC:</td>
<td>Set to FALSE to avoid MKL automatically selects the number of threads (CPU).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKL_MIC_ENABLE:</td>
<td>Set to 0 to avoid the Xeon Phi is used to accelerate the CPU computation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIC_ENV_PREFIX:</td>
<td>Specifies the environment variables with prefix MIC will address only the PHI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIC_OMP_NUM_THREADS:</td>
<td>Number of threads used by the PHI to execute MKL routines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIC_KMP_AFFINITY:</td>
<td>These variables control the efficiency of the Xeon Phi in the execution of the matrix multiplication routine. They have been set to such values according to the advice of Intel documentation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_{\text{phi}} &= \frac{n}{2000} + 47.5 - \frac{n}{2000} - 50 \\
    w_{\text{gpu}} &= \frac{n}{800} + 47.5 - \frac{n}{400} + 85 \\
    w_{\text{cpu}} &= 100 - w_{\text{gpu}} - \left( w_{\text{phi}} + w_{\text{gpu}} \right)
\end{align*}

Table 5.14 Functions of the weight for each device for the execution time of the matrix multiplication.
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